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It is my pleasure to share with you Currents 2015, the College of Education’s magazine highlighting some of the achievements of our students, faculty, staff, alumni, donors, and friends. Our faculty, staff, and programs focus on preparing tomorrow’s teachers, educational leaders, and researchers as well as conducting research on all aspects of education – preschool through graduate school.

The graduates of our programs are widely recognized as highly effective teachers, leaders, and researchers as indicated by the many awards our alumni receive. We are fortunate to have the generous support of donors who provide scholarships and other support, which enable our students to attain higher education and to contribute to continuous improvement at all levels.

This year, our faculty and staff have committed to learning new processes, gathering and delving deeply into available data to derive meaning and applying their findings to continuously improve programs and practice. We are learning principles and strategies of improvement science to help us prepare the very best educators in Hawai‘i as we continue learning.

In support of Mālama Honua and the Hōkūle‘a Worldwide Voyage, we continue our collaborations with the Polynesian Voyaging Society and others. Our students have been engaged in following the journey, which has included faculty on several legs of the voyage and in educational programs at various ports along the way.

Our feature story this year is on programs and activities of faculty, staff, and students who are increasing STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) education opportunities. You will learn about some of these exciting ventures that extend and build on work we shared in earlier issues of Currents.

As in recent years, we continue to grow our international relationships with the signing of new agreements with institutions in Vietnam, Malaysia, Nepal, and Japan that provide opportunities for faculty and student exchanges, joint projects, and/or shared degree offerings. Of particular note, we established a new agreement with Kathmandu University through which our Center on Disability Studies will assist in creating a similar center in Nepal. Faculty and students from the Department of Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science hosted several student groups from Japan who engaged in short courses preparing athletic trainers and physical therapists.

Flip over your issue of Currents to find our Annual Report for 2014-2015, which provides data on our productivity, financial resources, expenditures, and diversity. Ours is a dynamic, energetic, and innovative college, and I think you will agree with me when I say that the College of Education is more than anyone knows.

Enjoy.

Donald B. Young - Dean
DID YOU KNOW?

IN A YEAR,
THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION...

- Produces more than 65% of the state’s teaching force (estimated by Hawai‘i DOE)
- Enrolls nearly 2,000 students
- Awards nearly 700 degrees (5-year average)
- Employs 350+ faculty, staff, and support (2012 average)
- Attracts approximately $20 million in contracts and grants
- Receives more than $1 million from alumni and friends
- Awards approximately $250,000 in scholarships to students with the average award at $2,000

THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION ALSO...

- Consistently ranks among the top graduate schools in education in U.S. News and World Report
- Maintains nationally accredited teacher education and athletic training programs
- Produces more educational leaders and teachers than all other education programs in the state combined
- Provides programs through distance (online) education, especially for neighbor island students, through targeted statewide cohort programs
- Offers certificate programs in disability and diversity studies, secondary education, special education, reading, and online learning and teaching
- Serves the needs of Hawai‘i through teacher preparation, professional development, curriculum development, and research programs
- Houses 8 academic and 2 major research units, the Center on Disability Studies (CDS) and the Curriculum Research & Development Group (CRDG)

25+ DEGREES / CERTIFICATES
The College of Education (COE) is offering a new Literacy Specialist Program, recently approved by the Hawai‘i Teacher Standards Board. Teachers who complete the online program will be eligible to add the title of literacy specialist to a standard or advanced Hawai‘i teaching license. Developed by faculty from the COE Departments of Curriculum Studies and Special Education, the coursework was designed to prepare candidates to be literacy leaders in their schools and districts. Amanda Menifield, a student in the program, shared, “I am extremely fortunate to have the opportunity to work with peers who share a similar passion and under the guidance of professors dedicated to the betterment of their students and the students with whom we will engage.” The inaugural cohort will complete the program in Summer 2016.

The COE Department of Learning Design and Technology (LTEC) hosted the 2015 Hawai‘i Tōhoku Tomodachi Summit for the Rainbow for Japan Kids Program. The program supports youth affected by the 2011 earthquake and tsunami in northeastern Japan. LTEC Chair Curtis Ho and Associate Professor Peter Leong led a video collaboration project with the group. “The summit was a large success, and the COE’s Wist Hall provided the perfect venue for the student presentations and large group ceremonies,” Ho said. Middle school students from Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima Prefectures in the Tōhoku region, as well as 16 Hawai‘i students, shared their visions on how to build sustainable societies and economies. Students also participated in inspirational sessions with the Taiko Center of the Pacific, the Polynesian Voyaging Society, Camp Kōkua & Ho‘ala School, and Kapi‘olani Community College’s International Cafe among others.

The COE has once again been ranked among the top 100 graduate schools of education in the nation. The college ranked 76th of 233 schools in the U.S. News & World Report Best Graduate Schools 2016 edition. The college continues to rank at the top for funded research, having been awarded nearly $22 million in contracts and grants in 2014. “The College of Education continues to be ranked in the top third of all education schools nationally in recognition of the high quality of our faculty and programs as well as our ability to secure external funding that supports teacher preparation, leadership development, and research,” Dean Donald B. Young said.

The TeenACE for Science project in the COE Center on Disability Studies (CDS) was selected for an American Council on Rural Special Education (ACRES) award. The project was recognized for its services to persons with disabilities in inclusive environments at the 2015 ACRES conference in New Orleans, Louisiana. Under the leadership of CDS Assistant Professor Caryl Hitchcock, TeenACE for Science partners teachers and students across the state to develop and evaluate strategies for teaching science expository writing. “We are delighted to receive this award,” she said. “It belongs to all of the research team as well as the teachers and schools who participated in the project.” Together, they work in a multimedia environment to engage participants and improve outcomes.
Hosting Native Hawaiian Youth Summit

The Entry Level Graduate Athletic Training program in the COE Department of Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science (KRS) hosted the Ke Ola Mau Youth Summit in March 2015. The group was comprised of 8th–12th grade Native Hawaiian students who are interested in pursuing careers in the health profession. Ke Ola Mau is a branch of the Nā Pua No'eau Center for Gifted and Talented Native Hawaiian Children. The summit’s objective is to increase the number of Hawaiian health professionals and to address health challenges that are prevalent in the Native Hawaiian population. Students are able to learn through field activities from partnering organizations like the University of Hawai‘i. “We had a full agenda planned for the students,” said Yukiya Oba, KRS Clinical Education Coordinator. “We conducted talks, tours, an interactive activity, and observations in one afternoon. We feel fortunate that we are able to promote our profession and KRS to Native Hawaiian students and hope this becomes an annual event.”

Developing Aquaponics Career Skills

The COE Center on Disability Studies (CDS) is working to expand access to career and technical education in Hawai‘i high schools. In partnership with the Department of Education’s Career and Technical Education (CTE) unit and the state Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, CDS has developed an entry-level aquaponics technician certification program to include all youth, with and without disability. “The CTE aquaponics technician pathway and its use of universal design for learning provides inclusive opportunities to support the diverse needs of all youth in transition in gaining skills to enter the workforce,” said CDS Director JoAnn Yuen. During the 2014–15 school year, the program offered dual enrollment at the UH community colleges. While still in high school, students gain access to competitive wage earning careers in commercial aquaponics farm production or learn how to start their own family agribusinesses.
Inviting Legislators
Back to School

On January 15, 2015, the COE hosted a Back to School event. Eight state representatives, Chancellor Robert Bley-Vroman, Vice Chancellor Reed Dasenbrock, and community members joined COE Dean Don Young, faculty, staff, and students in a celebration of the college’s national accreditation. Senator Brian Taniguchi and Representatives Tom Brower, Isaac Choy, Takashi Ohno, Mark Nakashima, Kaniela Ing, Matt LoPresti, and Calvin Say participated in a community impact tour along the way to the COE. Following a walking tour of the COE campus, the vice chancellor spoke about the college’s seven-year accreditation renewal. Tara O’Neill, event organizer and chair of the COE Institute for Teacher Education Secondary Program, said, “I am thankful for everyone’s participation and the wonderful community turnout. We were able to showcase the extraordinary work being accomplished at the COE and open pathways to friendships and partnerships that will benefit education across the state.” The event concluded with an interactive poster presentation of COE academic and research units.

Creating Equal Opportunity and Access to Athletic Programs

A new COE Department of Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science (KRS) program will provide interscholastic athletic participation opportunities for Hawai‘i students with disabilities and those who are at-risk. The program will focus on providing a venue for afterschool programming, expanding opportunities for all students, improving quality of life through continued physical activity, and promoting school spirit and pride. KRS Chair Nathan Murata said, “This project aims for the same type of impact that any community shares when they gather to be a part of something special, like Friday night football games, while creating equal opportunity and access.”
The COE Department of Curriculum Studies (EDCS) will start a second STEMS2 cohort in Summer 2016. The STEMS2 concentration is a 13-month master’s program housed in EDCS. The adapted acronym stands for science, technology, engineering, mathematics, social sciences, and sense of place. Designed for in-service teachers and informal educators from all content areas, the concentration was created with input from an advisory panel of professors and researchers from UH Mānoa and Hawai‘i Community College, classroom teachers, and community members. Director of the Institute for Teacher Education Secondary Program Tara O’Neill said, “In order to authentically be engaged in STEM education, students must understand the context of the lesson, and this contextual understanding is based in the social sciences and our understanding of place.” Co-directed by O’Neill and Joe Zilliox, STEMS2 uses a place-based learning approach to address real-world problem solving with a focus on students’ development in relation to their role as local and global citizens. The program can be completed in thirteen months through fall and spring online courses and two in-person summer sessions.

Working with Partners from Japan

The COE completed another successful exchange with long-time partners and friends from Bukkyo and Sendai Universities. For one week in February 2015, students and faculty participated in ceremonies, tours, discussions, workshops, and UHM sporting events. In two separate welcoming receptions, Dean Donald B. Young shared warm opening remarks, brief historical outlines, and gratitude for the important relationships and collaboration among the universities. The Bukkyo University delegation, which included clinical psychology students and faculty, observed University Laboratory School classes, visited the UHM Children’s Center, toured the Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific, participated in meetings and discussions, and enjoyed cultural activities. The Sendai University delegation, comprised of athletic training faculty and students, explored UHM Athletics, observed a UH Baseball team practice and pregame, attended baseball and basketball games, visited McKinley High School’s athletics department, and participated in a series of workshops. Both visits concluded with farewell dinners and plans for future travel and exchange.
Faculty members in the College of Education (COE) continue to receive new and ongoing grant funding. With a wide range of research areas, COE grant programs serve diverse populations, such as special education students and scholars, Filipino students, Native Hawaiian Students, individuals with disabilities, low-income communities, and many more. The following programs and projects showcase just some of these activities generated by the COE in and beyond Hawai’i.

Preparing Special Education Scholars

The COE Department of Special Education (SPED) was awarded a $952K grant by the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education & Rehabilitative Services. Over four years, the Ho’olako Project will prepare 30 special education scholars with specialized skills to meet the needs of students with severe behavioral and learning needs in remote, rural, and impoverished areas within Hawai’i. The grant provides funding for the recruitment and tuition of these experienced special educators. Through a high quality two-year program, participants will earn a master of education degree (MEd) with a severe disabilities/autism emphasis. The program combines coursework and integrated practicum experiences in a hybrid distance education format. “We have a well-established program; however, with high costs of living, it is difficult for special educators to fund a graduate degree program, leading to decreased enrollment,” explained the project’s director, Associate Professor Jenny Wells. “Project graduates will provide a much needed resource to the students, schools, and high needs communities they serve.” The first cohort of 15 MEd candidates began in January 2016.

Improving Employment and Independent Living Outcomes

CDS was also awarded a $2.5M grant by the U.S. DOE Office of Postsecondary Education. A five-year Transition and Postsecondary Programs for Students with Intellectual Disabilities (TPSID) program, TPSID will expand upon a highly successful model to improve employment and independent living outcomes for individuals with intellectual disabilities (ID). “This is a continuation of the work we have been doing for the past five years,” explained Project Director Eric Folk. “We have supported over 45 students with intellectual disabilities to attend classes at Leeward, Honolulu, and Windward Community Colleges. New funding will allow us to further expand to the neighbor islands while establishing a technical assistance center for transition in the pacific.” Students with ID pursuing a postsecondary education are provided opportunities for academic enrichment, socialization, independent living skills, and integrated work experiences and career skills that lead to gainful employment.
Developing Innovative Programs for Native Hawaiians

The U.S. DOE Native Hawaiian Education Program (NHEP) has granted the COE Center on Disability Studies (CDS) a $387K grant for year one of its Hawai’i Positive Engagement Project (HPEP). Scheduled to receive $1.3M over the next three years, HPEP aims to address the professional development needs of Native Hawaiian early educators and those who work with Native Hawaiian students in early childhood education; to strengthen early learning outcomes for at-risk Native Hawaiian preschool students; to build protective factors of Native Hawaiian families with young children by facilitating positive parent engagement and early literacy skills; and to create accessible materials for continued use after the grant period has ended. “We are truly grateful for this opportunity to serve our community through this project and look forward to building upon the strengths of the educators, families, and students we work with,” said Project Coordinator Romboa Tanaka. Co-directed by Tanaka and Associate Professor Jean Johnson, HPEP is an extension of the work of two previous successful CDS grant-funded projects, First Step to Success in Hawai’i Preschools and the Hawai’i Preschool Positive Engagement Project.

Supporting Diverse Student Populations

COE Office of Student Academic Services (OSAS) programs were selected for nearly $5K in awards by the UH Mānoa Student Equity, Excellence and Diversity (SEED) office. SEED Initiatives for Diversity, Equity, Access and Success (IDEAS) awards are given to projects and programs that make a concerted effort to meet the core value of the UH system goal for diversity. Puahia will use award funding to recruit teaching academy students from Farrington and Waipahu High Schools, Tinalak will help support Filipino transfer students from Leeward Community College to the COE, and Pu’uhonua will assist Native Hawaiian students with PRAXIS examination fees.

In 2015, OSAS awarded $100 PRAXIS stipends to 15 Filipino students pursuing teacher education in the COE. The stipends are also from SEED awards OSAS has received. Aleeeza Crisostomo, an elementary education student, said, “Tinalak consists of a group of influential individuals who are passionate in their support of Filipino students here at UH Mānoa. This stipend has given me one less thing to worry about in the elementary education program.”
Each Spring, the COE Faculty Senate Fellowship Committee issues a call for faculty and staff nominations. These are submitted electronically through a system that calculates and averages scores for each category. Six individuals and one team were recognized in May 2015.

**EXCEPTIONAL STAFF SERVICE AWARD**

Recognizes a staff member(s) whose contributions promote an efficient, professional, and positive college environment and who demonstrates excellence in his/her area of responsibility.

**SHEILA MASUDA**

*Secretary, Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science*

“Sheila is the key player in the everyday operations for KRS. She is the first person to open the office and the last to close, even on weekends.”

“It is my assessment that our department would not be able to serve our current student load without her attention to detail.”

**EXCEPTIONAL RESEARCH AWARD**

Recognizes outstanding contributions, by an individual or team, to the knowledge base in education and related fields through the production and application of educational research, including publications, presentations, or other research products.

**MATTHEW SCHMIDT**

*Assistant Professor, Learning Design and Technology*

“Matthew is one of the most hardworking and diligent young scholars in our college.”

“He has been very active in pursuing high quality research with strong potential for impact in the field.”

**INNOVATION AND TRANSFORMATION AWARD**

Recognizes creative contributions that lead to transformations in college infrastructure, faculty/staff/students, or programs and that promote education, diversity, justice, or democracy.

**MARKETING AND PUBLICATION SERVICES (MAPS), CURRICULUM RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT GROUP (CRDG)**

HELEN AU, ASST DIRECTOR OF CRDG

DARRELL ASATO

ALYCIA FUJII

BYRON INOUEY

AARON LEE

JARET KC LEONG

JANA NAKAMURA

BERT NARIMASU

EIZEN RAMONES

WAYNE SHISHIDO

LORI WARD

JAYKE CARIG

SHERI CHONG

TORBJOERN NIELSEN

“The MaPS team is truly a team. From administrator to manager to graphic designers and printers, they work efficiently and consistently. They see projects through from strategizing and problem-solving, when necessary, to a great product every time.”

“MaPS shows our college to its very best advantage. Their work is cutting edge, the height of professionalism, and beautifully done in every respect.”
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Recognizes an individual who, over the course of a career, has achieved significant outcomes in teaching, scholarship, and/or service

KATHLEEN BERG
Specialist & Director, Curriculum Research & Development Group

“For over 40 years, Dr. Kathleen Berg has devoted her life to education; she served the College of Education, the Curriculum Research & Development Group, and the University Laboratory School as a respected professor, curriculum developer, researcher, evaluator, teacher, and administrator.”

“Kathleen Berg’s career at the College of Education has been one of remarkable excellence and leadership. She has truly enhanced the lives of many persons, young and old.”

CATHERINE FULFORD
Professor, Learning Design and Technology

“With the College of Education for 25 years, she has accomplished a great deal in the areas of teaching, scholarship, and service.”

“Dr. Fulford is an outstanding faculty member with a passion for teaching. Her knowledge and enthusiasm for instructional design has influenced generations of graduate students and future scholars.”

JOSEPH ZILLIOX
Professor & MEdT Program Director, Institute for Teacher Education, Master of Education in Teaching

“Dr. Zilliox’s extensive work with teachers in the DOE public schools, teacher candidates in a number of COE programs, and PhD students, as well as his expertise in the world of math education, speaks to his dedication and passion for his lifelong work at the university and for the teachers and students of Hawai‘i.”

“I have been inspired by his excitement about student achievement, innovative efforts to support academic success, and the strength of his relationships with colleagues.”

LEADERSHIP SERVICE AWARD

Recognizes exceptional leadership, through commitment and contributions to the college and/or community, which moves education in positive directions

MARY JO NOONAN
Professor, Special Education

“Long recognized as the ‘go-to’ faculty member in the department, she has given advice to and supported the career development of numerous faculty members.”

“Mary has demonstrated exceptional leadership in the COE and with the New Faculty Orientation.”
Paul McKimmy, director of Technology and Distance Programs (TDP), is the inaugural recipient of the UH Mānoa Excellence in Online Teaching Award. The course, LTEC 647 Learning with Emerging Technologies, was nominated by the students. “It’s enormously gratifying to receive this honor,” McKimmy said. “The award was specifically for design, so this is also an honor for DCDC who worked with me to build the course.” With the College of Education (COE) since 2002, McKimmy has been teaching graduate and undergraduate courses; overseeing TDP, which includes the Distance Course Design & Consulting (DCDC) group; working with faculty to develop online and hybrid programs; and supporting instructional and administrative technology.

Academic Advisor Pohai Kukea Shultz, in the Office of Student Academic Services (OSAS), was selected for the Outstanding New Advisor Award by the National Academic Advising Association (NACADA). With the COE since 2005, Kukea Shultz began working with OSAS in 2012. “I feel honored to be recognized, but this award would not have been possible without the support of my colleagues who also work towards supporting Hawaiian students at UH Mānoa and the COE,” Kukea Shultz said. Responsible for academic advising, recruitment, admissions, retention, graduation, as well as grant funding procurement, Kukea Shultz established Pu’uhonua: Hale for Native Hawaiian Student Support.

On May 14, 2015, the COE held a press conference to announce the Brian Kajiyama Heart of a Warrior Scholarship, established by Jeff Reinebold under the June Jones Foundation. An instructor in the Department of Special Education, Kajiyama was born with cerebral palsy and says he grew up dreaming of playing for the Warrior football team. While pursuing his graduate studies and mentoring other students with severe disabilities, he was appointed graduate assistant coach by Jones. Kajiyama would be part of the Warriors staff during two of the team’s most successful seasons in history (2006–2007). “Our future must be built on solid foundations, which start with education,” said Kajiyama. “It is my hope that this scholarship can give children, who have gone through and triumphed over adversity, a better chance to earn a college degree, which will open many doors of opportunity.”

Educational Psychology Professor Lois Yamauchi was selected as an Outstanding Reviewer by the American Educational Research Journal section on Teaching, Learning, and Human Development. She was recognized at the 2015 American Educational Research Association (AERA) annual conference. An announcement letter sent to COE Dean Donald B. Young said that the publication would not be the leading journal it is today without the professional assistance of reviewers like Yamauchi. “Peer review is an important service in which many researchers participate,” she said. “I try to provide clear feedback in a way that is constructive and acknowledges strengths as well as needed improvements. I learn a lot from reviewing manuscripts that helps me to be a better researcher and mentor to students.” Yamauchi has been in the Department of Educational Psychology since 1993 and served as the department’s chair from 2008–2011.
Outstanding Paper

Assistant Professors Lori Fulton and Matthew Schmidt were honored by the Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education (SITE) with the Outstanding Paper Award. Their paper was an evaluation titled Lessons learned from creation of an exemplary STEM unit for elementary preservice teachers: A case study. Biannually, SITE committees submit nominations to the president who selects the winners. With the COE Institute for Teacher Education and Learning Design and Technology departments respectively, Fulton and Schmidt co-authored the evaluation based upon the need to prepare students with 21st Century Skills through STEM-related teaching, especially at the elementary level. Together, they transformed an inquiry-based unit on moon phases from a traditional science activity into a technology-rich, digital unit for pre-service teachers. "I am honored to have received this award and have the work we are doing here at UHM recognized," Fulton said. "The teacher candidates and I learned a great deal working on this project."

New Advising Program

Office of Student Academic Services (OSAS) Advisor Denise Nakaoka has created a new program called GUIDE, an acronym for Growth, Understanding, Insight, Development, and Experience. The program pairs newer UH Mānoa advisors with seasoned advisors, and mentoring discussions cover everything from work/life balance issues and career choices to advice regarding the contract renewal, tenure, and promotion process. "I created the program to provide opportunities for advisors to form deep, meaningful connections through mentoring partnerships with their peers," said GUIDE Chair Nakaoka. "The responses we have received so far from everyone involved have been overwhelmingly positive!"

Visiting Scholar

Baoyan Cheng, associate professor in the Department of Educational Foundations (EDEF), spent five months during her Spring 2015 sabbatical leave as a visiting scholar in the Graduate School of Education at Peking University in China. Cheng collaborated with colleagues at the university to conduct research on Chinese students’ intentions and decision-making processes in going abroad to pursue a degree. She was invited by seven institutions, including Renmin University, Northwest Normal University, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, and the Affiliated High School of Peking University to give public presentations. "The attention to [Cheng’s] scholarly work and her professional perspectives is testament to the increasing interest among China’s educational institutions in American education and culture in the context of rapid internationalization and deepened globalization," said EDEF Chair Eileen Tamura. "It also demonstrates the kind of contributions international scholars can make as a bridge and messenger."

New Director of CRDG

On August 1, 2015, Paul Brandon began serving as Director of the Curriculum Research & Development Group (CRDG). He came to the College of Education in 1989 as an assistant professor in CRDG before becoming associate then full professor. Brandon earned his PhD in the college’s Department of Educational Psychology where he continues to serve as a member of the graduate faculty. His focus over the years has been on evaluating CRDG-developed and other programs as well as on the development and refinement of evaluation theory, methods, and prescriptions for practice.
Office of Student Academic Services Academic Advisor **Niki Libarios**, along with Pre-Health/Pre-Law Advising Center Director Kiana Y. Shiroma, and Mānoa Advising Center Academic Advisor Rayna Tagalicod, was published in the National Academic Advising Association’s (NACADA) electronic publication, Academic Advising Today (AAT). The article, *Let Advising with Aloha Live On*, was selected for its commitment to quality advising as well as a dedication to the profession of advising and the academic success of all students. The AAT is a venue for shared advising experiences and discussions related to the theory and practice of academic advising in higher education. “I am so honored to share this publication with my co-authors Kiana and Rayna,” Libarios said. “It means so much to be able to share our Aloha with the more than 12,000 NACADA members around the world.”

**New Publication**

**BOOKS**

*Putting Essential Understanding of Ratios and Proportions into Practice in Grades 6–8.* Olson, M., Slovin, H., & Olson, T. A. | CRDG

*Health Education: Elementary and Middle School Applications.* Telljohann, S. K., Symons, C. W., & Pateman, M. E. | ETEC

*Unequal Englishes in Imagined Intercultural Interactions.* Phan, H. L. | EDEF

*Asian American Education History.* Tamura, E. H. | EDEF


*Using multimedia technologies to support culturally and linguistically diverse young children and their families.* Rao, K., & Skouge, J. | SPED

**JOURNAL ARTICLES**

*Gearing up for edTPA video: Low cost technology solutions for high stakes challenges.* Eichelberger, A. | ETEC

*High Tuition and High Student Loans: The Experiences of College Students with Education Loan Burdens.* Au, H. O. L., & Roberts, S. B. | CRDG


*Digital science notebooks: Perspectives from an elementary classroom teacher.* Paek, S., & Fulton, L. | ETEC

*Exploring 1:1 Tablet Technology Settings: A Case Study Of The First Year Of Implementation In Middle School Mathematics Classrooms.* Olson, M., Atkins, A., DeVaul, L., Olson, T., Shih, J., Thomas, A., Olson, J. K., & Capen, S. | CRDG

*Developing a country in a global world: Middle school students’ explorations of a geo-political simulation.* Paek, S., & Hoffman, D. L. | ETEC

*Investigations into Mathematics Teachers’ Propositional Logic Capabilities.* Olson, M., & Olson, T. | CRDG

*The role of government policy and practice on higher education tuition and fee charges and financial aid programs.* Au, H. O. L. | CRDG

*A Glimpse at the Propositional Logic Reasoning of Prospective Teachers.* Olson, M., & Olson, T. | CRDG

**BOOK CHAPTERS**

*Non-numeric intrajudge consistency feedback in an Angoff procedure.* Harrison, G. M. | CRDG

*Visual to Print Transfer: A Literacy Strategy for Theme Analysis of Text.* Buelow, S. | ITE-ELEM

*“She Don’t Know I Got It. You Ain’t Gonna Tell Her, Are You?” Popular Culture as Resistance in American Preschools.* Henward, A. | ITE-ELEM

*Review of Hawaiinuiakea Monograph Series: I Ulu I Ke Kumu.* Mawyer, K. | IT-SEC

*Where English, neoliberalism, desire and internationalization are alive and kicking: higher education in Saudi Arabia today.* Phan, H. L., & Barnawi, O. | EDEF

*Financial literacy with families: Opportunity and hope.* Baron, L. | ITE-ELEM

*“True to Myself”: Transforming secondary mathematics teachers’ beliefs and practices.* Baron, L. | ITE-ELEM

*Comparing models of nature of science dimensionality based on the Next Generation Science Standards.* Harrison, G. M., Vallin, L. M., Brandon, P. R., Seraphin, K. D., & Philippoff, J. | CRDG

*What are disciplinary literacies in dance and drama in the elementary grades?* Frambaugh-Kritzer, C., Buelow, S., & Steele, J. S. | ITE-SEC
Does increases in leadership expenditures influence Native Hawaiian public school completion? Ng, L. S. W. M. | EDCS


Experience API: Flexible, Decentralized and Activity-Centric Data Collection. Kevan, J., & Ryan, P. | TDP

A‘o Hawai‘i: Drawing on Indigenous Knowledge and Values to Build 21st Century Skills. O’neill, T. B. | ITE-SEC


Mathematics education on a worldwide voyage: Curriculum to college, career, and community readiness. Furuto, L. | EDCS

An authentic task that models quadratics. Baron, L. | ITE-ELEM

Chemical solitaire: Stepping through history to build an organizational model of the elements. Philippoff, J., Kaupp, L., Seki, J., & Seraphin, K. D. | CRDG

Journaling and self-study in an international research collective. Makaiau, A., & Leng, L. | ITE-SEC

Universal design for learning and multimedia technology: Supporting culturally and linguistically diverse students. Rao, K. | SPED

Universal Design for Online Courses: Applying Principals to Pedagogy. Rao, K., Wailehua, C., & Edelen-Smith, P. | SPED

Do General and Special Education Faculty Understand and Implement Co-Teaching, Collaboration, and Universal Design? Bargerhuff, M., & Dunne, J. | SPED


Using the 65 Pyramid to identify research-based instructional practices for students with learning disabilities. Santangelo, T., Gaspis, M., Cook, B., & Novosel, L. | SPED

General Education Teachers’ Goals and Expectations for their Included Students with Mild and Severe Disabilities. Cameron, D., & Cook, B. | SPED


Comparing Two Versions of Professional Development for Teachers Using Formative Assessment in Networked Mathematics Classrooms. Olson, M., Yin, Y., Slovin, H., Olson, J. K., & Brandon, P. R. | CRDG

OPIHI: Our Project In Hawai‘i’s Intertidal. Philippoff, J. | CRDG

The Impact of Peer Criticism on the Self-Concept of Pre-Service Teachers: The Who Am I Interview. Robinson, S. D., Ing, C., & Meggs, J. | ITE-MET

Applying the theory of planned behavior to model evaluators’ research-on-evaluation beliefs and involvement. Harrison, G. M., Lewis, N., & Brandon, P. R. | CRDG

Where do you draw the line? Ethical dilemmas in external evaluation. Philippoff, J., & Valling, L. M. | CRDG

Hōʻokuleʻa’s worldwide voyage through the lens of tertiary education. Furuto, L. | EDCS

Exploring Our Fluid Earth online curriculum: Virtual tour and sample sand activity. Philippoff, J., & Seraphin, K. D. | CRDG

TELEVISION INTERVIEW: Can Hawai‘i survive without the US? Ng, L. S. W. M. | EDCS


Our Project In Hawai‘i’s Intertidal (OPIHI) and plankton cards: Teacher professional development opportunities. Philippoff, J., Faucett, A., & Seraphin, K. D. | CRDG

Lessons learned: How place and culture can inform the design of graduate level early childhood education programs for diverse learners. Chun, R. S. B. | EDCS

Our Project In Hawai‘i’s Intertidal (OPIHI): A citizen science story. Philippoff, J. | CRDG

Does increases in leadership expenditures influence Native Hawaiian public school completion? Ng, L. S. W. M. | EDCS

KEYNOTE ADRESS: Hawai‘i - the 50th state that never was and its ramifications to international commerce. Ng, L. S. W. M., & Cashman, K. A. | EDCS

Developing a graduate course on Native Hawaiian and indigenous leadership: Prepare transformative community change agents. Ng, L. S. W. M., & Cashman, K. A. | EDCS

Developing nohona Hawai‘i leadership protocols for the Native Hawaiian and indigenous leadership institute at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. Ng, L. S. W. M., & Cashman, K. A. | EDCS

The Role of Reflection in Early Childhood Professionals’ Development as Teacher Researchers. Muccio, L. | ITE-ELEM

Two Case Studies of Family Engagement in and Protest for Equity and Quality Education in Hawai‘i. Yamauchi, L. A. | EDEP

To Integrate or Not Integrate Literacy? That Is the Question: Secondary STEM Teachers’ Use of Literacy Strategies in the Classroom. Mawyer, K. | ITE-SEC

Teachers’ Instructional Strategies that Support Literacy as a Scientific Practice. Mawyer, K. | ITE-SEC

Equity in ethnomathematics: Connecting research, pedagogy, and promising practices. Furuto, L., & Zilliox, J. T. | EDCS

School Instructional Effectiveness in Students’ Reading Growth: Examining a Multilevel Model. School Instructional Effectiveness in Students’ Reading Growth: Examining a Multilevel Model | ITE-ELEM

Popular Culture meets the Common Core in a Pedagogical Third Space: Effective Literacy Learning. Buelow, S. | ITE-ELEM

An invitational education approach to professional development: Integrating technology and science. Fulton, L., & Paek, S. | ITE-ELEM
Integrating science and technology: The role of teachers’ knowledge and confidence. Fulton, L., Paek, S., & Yoshioka, J. M. | ITE-ELEM

Building Middle Grades Ratio, Proportion, and Proportional Reasoning Essential Understandings. Olson, M., Olson, T., & Slovin, H. | CRDG

Multiple Aspects of Mathematical Modeling. Olson, M., & Olson, J. K. | CRDG

Energy, Motion and Force: Physics in the Early Years. Chun, R. S. B., & Moravcik, E. R. | EDCS


Using TI-Nspire Technology’s PublishView Feature to Empower Teachers Through Ongoing Personal Professional Development. Olson, M. | CRDG

Exploring 1:1 Tablet Technology Settings: A Case Study of the First Year of Implementation in Middle School Mathematics Classrooms. Olson, M., Atkins, A., Devaul, L., Olson, T., Shih, J., Thomas, A., Olson, J. K., & Capen, S. | CRDG


Assisting Preschool Multilingual Learners to Contribute to Instructional Conversations. Sousa, E. C. D. | ITE-ELEM

The impact of a methods class on preservice teachers’ image of mathematics. Baron, L. | ITE-ELEM

An examination of achievement and affective factors among students concurrently enrolled in algebra and an innovative course built on modeling and the modeling cycle to support their learning of algebra. Olson, M. | CRDG


Universal Design for Learning Institute. Rao, K. | SPED

An examination of elementary teachers’ content knowledge of mathematics at three stages of a year-long professional development effort focused on classroom practice in specific mathematics content. Olson, M., & Olson, T. | CRDG

A case study of the first year of implementation of technology that placed one tablet per student (1:1 tablet technology) in middle school mathematics classrooms. Olson, M., & Olson, T. | CRDG

The CCSS, Ratios and Proportional Reasoning: The Role of Mathematics Educators. Olson, M., Dick, T., Burrill, G., & Watanabe, T. | CRDG

Investigations into Mathematics Teachers’ Propositional Logic Capabilities. Olson, M., & Olson, T. | CRDG

Connecting One’s Own Solution Strategy with Teaching Mathematics, Impressions from Prospective Teachers. Olson, M., Olson, T., Olson, J. K., & Venenciano, L. C. | CRDG

A Second grade student’s understanding of negative numbers: Paek, S., & Hoffman, D. L. | ETEC

A framework for STEAM integration. Fulton, L., & Steele, J. S. | ITE-ELEM

Applications of technology in special education. Rao, K. | SPED

Designing mathematical tasks for student-centered learning in high school. Baron, L. | ITE-ELEM

Transforming Semi-Structured Interviews on Cultural Diversity into a Fairy Tale. Robinson, S. D. | ITE-MET


International Seminar on Universal Design for Learning. Rao, K. | SPED

Universal Design for Learning: Inclusive educational strategies. Rao, K. | SPED

A Glimpse at the Propositional Logic Reasoning of Prospective Teachers. Olson, M., & Olson, T. | CRDG

The dark side of indigenous leadership: A cautionary tale for emerging transformative leaders. Ng, L. S. W. M., & Cashman, K. A. | EDCS

Science notebooks in the 21st century. Fulton, L., & Paek, S. | ITE-ELEM

An Examination of Achievement and Affective Factors When Students Who Might Struggle with Algebra Are Enrolled in an Innovative Course Built on Modeling and the Modeling Cycle to Support Their Learning of Algebra. Olson, M., Olson, J. K., Zenigami, F. K., & Venenciano, L. C. | CRDG

Standards-Based assessment at the preschool level: Linking developmental assessment to hypothetical new standards. Ponte, E., Love, J., Moore, S., & Sprachman, S. | ITE-MET

From here to there: Choosing quality picture books that lead us to new worlds and ways of understanding. Chun, R. S. B., & Momohara, C. N. O. | EDCS

THE COE WELCOMES...

LAURIE AKANA who is an academic advisor in the Office of Student Academic Services (OSAS). She holds a BA in business administration from California State University Stanislaus, an MEd in higher educational leadership from the University of Las Vegas, and a certificate of advanced graduate studies in instructional technology and distance education from Nova Southeastern University. Her focus area includes the academic advancement of Native Hawaiian students. She previously worked for University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa Hawaiian Student Services.

NEZIA AZMI who is the International & Special Programs (IASP) Coordinator. She earned a BA in economics from Wesleyan University and an MA in Asian studies from the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. In addition to project management, she is interested in arts and multicultural education for children and youth. Before coming to the COE, she worked in marketing, research, and the arts in Malaysia and on the mainland. She was the principal dancer and executive director of Gamelan Dharma Swara, a performing arts troupe in New York, and has led children’s theater and art initiatives, including the launch of the first full-campus children’s creativity center in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

MIN OK who is an assistant professor in the Department of Special Education (SPED). She holds a BA from Dankook University and an MEd and PhD from the University of Texas at Austin. Her research interests include assistive and instructional technology, universal design for learning, learning disabilities, and teacher education. She has trained pre-service and in-service teachers on assistive and instructional technology and taught students with disabilities as well as ESL/bilingual students.

REID KUIOKA who is an academic advisor in the Office of Student Academic Services (OSAS). He earned a BBA in management information systems and an MEd in educational administration from the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. His areas of interest include student motivation, engagement, developmental advising, and educational technology. Previously, he served as the Senior Admissions Advisor for Shidler College of Business.

SEANYELLE YAGI who is an assistant specialist in the Curriculum Research & Development Group (CRDG). She earned her BEd and MEd from the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa and completed her PhD in education with a specialization in curriculum and instruction in fall 2015. Her research interests include the teaching and learning of mathematics and promoting the notion that thinking mathematically is a sense-making and meaningful endeavor all humans are capable of. Previously, she was the Hawai‘i Department of Education State Resource Teacher for Formative Instruction, the Farrington-Kaiser-Kalani Complex Area Resource Teacher for Mathematics, and an elementary school teacher.
THOMAS MUN CHEW CHANG, Professor Emeritus, passed away on November 2, 2015 at the age of 92. Chang retired from the COE in 1988 after an amazing career in education, spanning four decades. Born in Honolulu, Chang was one of seven children raised in a small plantation style house in Palolo. He graduated from McKinley High School and became a certified machinist at Pearl Harbor where he was called to work on December 7, 1941 to repair the sinking cruiser, USS Helena. He continued to work during the war while earning his bachelor’s degree and professional diploma in secondary education from the COE, Bright began his tenure with Castle High School (1957–1993) where he taught and transformed the theater program. He would return to the COE in 1973, earning a master’s degree in secondary education.

RONALD E. BRIGHT, beloved theater director and College of Education (COE) 2008 Distinguished Alumnus, passed away on July 6, 2015 at the age of 81. Over his amazing six-decade career, Bright directed more than 100 musicals and plays and created the Castle Performing Arts Center, which became a prototype for learning centers across Hawai‘i. Born and raised on a farm in Hilo, Hawai‘i, Bright had plans to become an accountant before coming to UH Mānoa in 1953 when he chose, instead, to major in education. After earning a bachelor’s degree and professional diploma in secondary education from the COE, Bright began his tenure with Castle High School (1957–1993) where he taught and transformed the theater program. He would return to the COE in 1973, earning a master’s degree in secondary education.

After earning an MS in school guidance and counseling from Columbia University and a PhD in psychology from Ohio State University, Chang returned to Hawai‘i and worked in the Department of Education (DOE) from 1947 to 1965 as a teacher, a specialist in the gifted children program, the State Director of School Psychology Services, and finally the State Administrator of Guidance. In 1965, he began working in the COE as a coordinator in the Curriculum Research & Development Group and as an associate professor in the Department of Educational Psychology. Moving to the counselor education department in 1978, Chang’s research areas included counselor training in marriage and family, gerontology and aging, death and dying, and school psychology.

After his retirement in 1988, Chang continued to work as a part-time lecturer in the college and to teach in American Sāmoa until 1992. His son, UH Law Professor Williamson Chang, recalls that his father was an amazing machinist, welder, and craftsman who made poi pounders, feather leis, and lauhala hats. He also remembers his father as a “remarkable man who touched the lives of many, within and without his family, and inspired many local kids to reach for the academic stars.”

Bright performed in public and private venues, appearing in television commercials and programs throughout the years. In his retirement, he continued to direct musical productions at Windward Community College’s Paliku Theatre and worked with students until just a few years ago. Many of his former students have gone on to successful careers in show business.

“There are not enough years in one’s life to give to people, to the community,” said Bright in a 2008 COE article. “To give to them what you have in you that’s best, to me, is success.”
A.J. SANDY DAWSON. Professor Emeritus, passed away on January 8, 2015 at the age of 74. He began a second career in the COE Department of Curriculum Studies (CS) and Institute for Teacher Education (ITE) after more than 30 years with Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, Canada. Born in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, Dawson held a BS in mathematics and PhD in secondary mathematics education from the University of Alberta, Edmonton, and an MA in mathematics education from Washington University. An educator since 1963, he taught at the elementary and secondary levels in Canada and at the university level in Canada, Portugal, Sri Lanka, and Hawai’i.

In 2013, Dawson retired from the COE after ten years, having taught undergraduate and graduate courses and served the COE’s statewide program, curriculum studies graduate program, and ITE Elementary program. Today, the Mathematics and Culture in Micronesia: Integrating Societal Experiences (MACIMISE) program, which he started more than a decade ago, continues to increase the mathematics learning of elementary school students in Micronesia by utilizing learning experiences embedded within the island communities (ethnomathematics). In his retirement, Dawson had planned to continue his work with MACIMISE and to golf more with friend and colleague, Neil Pateman.

"Sandy created a legacy across the Pacific and the world,” said another friend and colleague, Professor Joe Zilliox. “He had impact and influence because of the respect he showed those with whom he worked, regardless of their position or place in life. He truly liked people, and they felt that connection. In turn, he was respected and liked by them.”

MELVIN MOISHE EZER. Professor Emeritus, passed away on October 28, 2014 at the age of 88. With the COE since 1961, Ezer served as an elementary education professor, educational foundations professor, and counselor education professor and chair, and counselor education chair before his retirement in 1993. He began his career in education as an elementary teacher in the public schools of Boston, Massachusetts where he was born. A United States Coast Guard veteran, he earned a BA in history from the University of California, Berkeley, an MS in education and social science from Tufts University, and an EdD from Harvard University.

Before coming to Hawai’i in 1961, Ezer taught at several universities, including Harvard, Tufts, Hofstra, Boston University, University of Bridgeport, and Arizona State University. During the 1980’s, he ran the Hawai’i DOE’s mediation program, making him a valuable member of the Fellowship Education and Lifelong Learning Opportunities with Seniors (FELLOWS) program. Through FELLOWS, he began volunteering at Wai’alae Elementary School in 2002 where he established a mediation program and trained the entire third grade to help moderate disputes on the playground.

“I was a very close friend and colleague of Mel’s and often had discussions over dinner with him and his loving wife, Thelma,” said Professor Emeritus Victor Kobayashi. "Mel served as a mentor for many students over the years, often working in field-based projects with underserved youth in Waianae, students in detention homes or correctional facilities, and homeless families who had children in school. Many remember Mel as quite outspoken, but he also had a great sense of humor.”

KIM WEOL-SOON RUPNOW. Associate Professor, passed away on October 16, 2015 at the age of 61, having lived a determined, successful, and full life despite cancer. Rupnow began her career in the COE as a lecturer and student before becoming an assistant professor in the college’s Center on Disability Studies (CDS) in 1993. Promoted to associate professor in 2007, she would continue her research and projects through her illness. Born in Chonbuk, Korea, Rupnow earned a BFA in applied arts from Duksung Women’s College and an MEd in educational psychology from Ewha Womans University. She served as a primary and secondary school teacher for the Ministry of Education in Seoul, South Korea before coming to the United States.

Arriving at the COE in the 1980s, she held various positions within the university, including lecturer, counselor, microcomputer specialist, evaluator, and research assistant. She main-
I wanted to show the kids who I am by doing an activity instead of telling them. The imu symbolizes a lot about my culture and how I was raised, and I wanted to translate that into my teaching. My goal as an educator is to teach kids about environmental science and conservation in Hawai'i, empowering and inspiring them through hands-on activities and projects.

ON BUILDING AN IMU WITH HIS STUDENTS...
I wanted to show the kids who I am by doing an activity instead of telling them. The imu symbolizes a lot about my culture and how I was raised, and I wanted to translate that into my teaching. My goal as an educator is to teach kids about environmental science and conservation in Hawai'i, empowering and inspiring them through hands-on activities and projects.
To be honest, I did not think I was going to college at all—I was the first one to graduate from college in the U.S. in my family. I fell in love with academia and the intellectual and political spaces that if offered. My experience with popular education in the Bay Area of San Francisco and Berkeley led me to come home to do the same work in Hawai‘i.

After I came to Hawai‘i and spent several years in my exchange and master’s degree programs, I realized that my Okinawan identity became more salient within me than before. This phenomenon happened not only to me, but also to other Okinawan international students. I wanted to examine factors that influence Okinawan international students’ identity through learning and activities in Hawai‘i. I strongly believed that what I have learned from the EDEP program and UHM COE will be helpful for me as I continue my research on identity development and saliency among Okinawans and work to establish an educational program for Okinawans.

Despite time zone challenges, I have been able to Skype with Ronnie Tiffany-Kinder, a SONG (Supporting Our New Graduates) mentor teacher. We have spent hours discussing all aspects of teacher life – cultural, political, economical, emotional, and instructional. Together, we figured out how I can rise above the circumstances of a first-year teacher. We revisited strategies I learned at the COE and talked about how to apply them in my new school with my Malaysian students. We also discussed how to balance non-teacher life, and I hung up feeling relieved and supported. SONG is a great initiative and a much needed avenue for teachers to seek help. The struggle of an educator is not just confined to one particular geographical location.
ULS Students Excel in Scholastic Art Exhibition

University Laboratory School (ULS) students received multiple awards at the 51st Annual Hawai‘i Regional Scholastic Art Awards Exhibition in January 2015. Part of the National Scholastic Art Exhibition, the regional awards program is the longest-running, largest, and most prestigious student recognition program in the United States. One hundred and seven ULS 7th–12th graders participated in the highly competitive statewide competition. With representation across disciplines, 24 of their pieces were selected. This year, selection was conducted entirely online, adding a digital component to the submission requirements. “This entry format requires art teachers to also be tech savvy in order to be competitive,” said Douglas Doi, ULS visual arts teacher. “We are very fortunate that both the quantity and quality of our work continues to be outstanding.” Doi, who began teaching with the laboratory school in 1977, develops the curriculum for the art classes and selects the projects that will be entered into the exhibition. Visual Arts are a required part of the curriculum at ULS and are taught by educators who are also practicing artists.

LTEC Doctoral Student Receives National Award and Commendation

Carolyn Kirio, a doctoral student in the COE Department of Learning Design and Technology (LTEC), is the winner of the 2015 American Association of School Librarians’ (AASL) Information Technology Pathfinder Award. Kirio, who earned a bachelor’s degree and professional diploma in secondary education as well as a master’s degree in library and information sciences, serves as the librarian at Kapolei Middle School (KMS). Recognizing the changing needs and learning goals of the community she serves, Kirio transformed the school’s library into the eHub of KMS. As the only librarian of the multi-track school, Kirio created a 24/7 school library through technology and distance learning methods. She has enabled students and teachers to use library resources any time by designing online lessons and making instructional mp4 files available through closed circuit system. She also updated the library’s collection to include more electronic books and online encyclopedias, journals, and magazine subscriptions. “This award is a testament to everything I have learned while pursuing my master’s in library and information science and my doctorate in LTEC,” Kirio said. After returning from the AASL conference, Kirio received a commendation from Governor Ige.

Doctoral Student Receives Innovation Award

Christina Keaulana was awarded the 2015 Innovative Online Teaching Award from Leeward Community College (LCC) where she serves as an instructor in teacher education. Keaulana, who is a graduate of the College of Education Department of Special Education master’s program, is a current PhD candidate in exceptionalities. The teaching award recognizes her course, Partnerships with Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Families, for its nonlinear framework. Encouraging student-to-student as well as student-to-instructor collaboration, she engages students from the first day and establishes an open classroom community. Students are able to bring their own interests and discoveries into the course through Keaulana’s use of active learning strategies. “As a first generation immigrant and long-time educator in communities serving culturally and linguistically diverse populations, I really wanted to create a course in which students shared stories, struggles, and inquiries about this unique topic,” said Keaulana. “The structure of the course allowed me to really get to know the students and offer feedback on a personal level.”
On May 16, 2015, Dr. U Than Oo was bestowed with an Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa 104th Annual Commencement Ceremony. After earning his master’s degree from the College of Education (COE) in 1963, Oo would return to his home country of Myanmar to begin a remarkable career and become a renowned leader in education. Born in Chaung-nar-dan village in what was then Burma, Oo endured many personal hardships while growing up in a highly political environment. He persevered through immense adversity, determined to continue his education in order to bring educational gains to the people of his country. “I am proud and delighted to receive this great honor and truly pleased to be at the University of Hawai‘i, which I regard as my alma mater, once again to attend the advanced degree ceremony,” Oo wrote in a thank you letter. In it, he pays tribute to the COE and the educational administration program which helped pave the way for his tenure in the field. Among the impressive list of his early roles, Oo was the Assistant Administration Officer of Schools in the Directorate of Education, the Principal of the Pathein Teacher Training School, and the Assistant Education Research Officer at the Burma Education Research Bureau under the Ministry of Education. It was at the Research Bureau that his work in the field of language and literacy gained notoriety, leading to the Mass Literacy Movement in Myanmar.

Alumna is Selected for National Fellowship

Amy Hangman Boehning was recently selected for the first National History Day (NHD) Behring Teacher Fellowship. A social studies teacher at Mililani High School, she earned her BA in secondary education social studies. The only teacher selected for the inaugural fellowship, Boehning worked for two months at the University of Maryland at the NHD competition, participating in teacher workshops, creating curriculum and materials, and helping with teacher ambassador training. “I get to do my dream job, working for a program I absolutely love,” Boehning said. “I am so honored they have chosen me for this opportunity.” She has participated in the NHD program for almost 20 years, having served as a judge at every level and conducted historical research workshops. Public and private schools throughout Hawai‘i use curriculum she created with fellow NHD social studies teachers.
Makalapua Alencastre, Associate Professor of Indigenous Education at UH Hilo, is the 2015 Carnegie Project on the Education Doctorate (CPED) Dissertation in Practice of the Year Award winner. Her dissertation, E Ho’oulu ‘Ia Na – Kumu Mauli Ola Hawai’i: Preparing Hawaiian Cultural Identity Teachers, was selected for its high quality research and potential to impact practice in education. Alencastre was among the first cohort of professional practice graduates in the EdD program at the College of Education. Designed to prepare professionals for leadership roles at all levels of education, the EdD received commendation from Lieutenant Governor Shan S. Tsutsui when he proclaimed November 20, 2014 “Doctor of Education Day” in recognition of this first cohort. Associate Professor and Education Doctorate (EdD) Director Jeff Moniz said, “Dr. Alencastre’s recognition from CPED speaks to her excellence as a scholar practitioner. This serves as an important validation for the hard work of our advisors, mentors, program, and institution.”

Winston Sakurai, Principal of Hanalani Schools, is the 2016 National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) Hawai‘i Principal of the Year. Open to all middle and high school principals in the state, the program selected a private high school for the first time in 14 years. With an MEd in educational foundations, Sakurai is currently among the second cohort of professional practice students in the EdD program. Since his appointment as upper school principal in 2008, Sakurai has led the school to a 100% college acceptance rate for the last five years, doubled the number of Advanced Placement (AP) class offerings, and helped create a nationally recognized student government and an internationally competitive robotics program. “It is an honor to represent the State of Hawai‘i and the many outstanding administrators and educators in our islands,” Sakurai said. “I truly appreciate the UH Mānoa College of Education and its faculty for equipping me with the tools to effectively lead Hanalani Schools.”

For the second consecutive year, a College of Education student has been selected to speak at the UH Mānoa Commencement Ceremonies. Pualani Armstrong, who will graduate with a BEd in elementary and special education as well as a degree in political science, is the first-ever Fall 2015 Commencement Student Speaker. In 2014, fellow elementary education graduate Safiah AbdelJawad was chosen to deliver the spring commencement speech. The theme of Armstrong’s speech is looking outward. In it, she says graduation is a time to celebrate personal success and give thanks to others, but that it also marks a time of moving forward into the world. Armstrong was the 2015 Merrie Monarch Miss Aloha Hula Contestant from Hālau Nā Mamo ‘O Pu’uanahulu, and she plans to teach and attend graduate school. “This selection has given me the opportunity to share my mana‘o with the entire graduating class, their friends, and their families on such a monumental occasion,” said Armstrong. “I am honored to have been selected to represent the students on this special day.”

College of Education graduates and a student were among the National Academic Advising Association (NACADA) award winners at the 2015 annual conference in Las Vegas. Megumi Makino-Kanehiro, who earned her PhD in educational psychology, won a Commission and Interest Group Division Service Award; Cheri Kau, who earned her MEd in educational administration, won a NACADA scholarship; and Rayna Tagalicod, who is an educational administration doctoral student, won an Outstanding Advising Award Certificate of Merit. They were recognized alongside Academic Advisor Pohai Kukea Shultz who was selected for the Outstanding New Advisor Award (see page 12).
Alumna is Hawai‘i Milken Educator Award Winner

**Jana Fukada** received the Hawai‘i 2014–15 Milken Educator Award, which honors excellence in education and comes with a $25K cash prize. A curriculum coach at Mililani Uka Elementary School, Fukada was surprised with the award during a February 2015 assembly of 600 students and guests, including Lieutenant Governor Shan Tsutsui and Deputy Superintendent Ronn Nozoe. Fukada earned an MEd in elementary education from the College of Education and began teaching at Mililani Uka in 2007. Data from her kindergarten class, a co-taught inclusion class, revealed that 70 percent of the students were at or near grade level in English, 93 percent were proficient in math, 94 percent were proficient in science, and 100 percent met social studies goals. “Jana is always willing to take on a challenge if it will benefit her students and her school,” Mililani Uka Principal Heather Wilhelm said in a Milken press release. “Parents express that she is a ‘gem’ and that they are so grateful Jana was their child’s teacher.” In 2015, Fukada became the curriculum coach for grades K–2.
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COEAA GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

PBS Hawai‘i President and CEO Leslie Wilcox was the featured guest speaker at the June 5, 2015 meeting. PBS works with teachers and middle and high school students at more than 90 schools to instill 21st century learning and workforce skills.

MAHALO & ALOHA TO MAI HALL

The COEAA recognizes Mai Hall for her years of service as COEAA Recording Secretary.

Mai Hall and COEAA President Kathy Kawaguchi

WELCOME NEW BOARD MEMBERS

The COEAA welcomes COE Student Association (CESA) Representative Kaitlyn Cleveland, Dr. Helen Hasegawa, and COE Doctoral Student Association (COEDSA) Chair Eddie Merc.

Kaitlyn Cleveland Helen Hasegawa Eddie Merc

2015 DISTINGUISHED COE ALUMNI

COE Dean Don Young, Distinguished Alumna Ann Mahi, President Katherine Kawaguchi, and Donald Nugent

**Ann Mahi** began her career with the Hawai‘i Department of Education (HIDOE) in 1976, teaching at Wa‘anae, ‘Aiea, Radford, and Kāhuku high schools. She has held numerous school and state leadership positions, including secondary social studies teacher, He‘eia Elementary Vice Principal, Kailua Elementary Principal, and Kala-heo Complex School Renewal Specialist. Most recently, she was Roosevelt High School Principal, and she has been the Complex Area Superintendent of Na- na-kuli-Wa‘anae, Leeward District since 2012. She holds a bachelor’s degree in secondary education, a master’s degrees in curriculum and instruction, and a master’s degree in educational administration from the UH Mānoa College of Education.
Whether approached individually by each letter of the well-known acronym, STEM – Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics, or integrated broadly into everything from the arts to wayfinding, STEM programs and their interpretation are limitless. Numerous programs in the College of Education address these broad disciplines through cultural practices, diverse populations, and the natural environment to illustrate how STEM and its practitioners exist all around us. The following are some examples of how STEM in the COE is taught through a multi-lens approach.

A MULTI-LENS APPROACH

Students participate in sailing and cultural engagement aboard the PVS’s Hikianalia.

Students observe currents, winds, and waves at Makapu’u Point Lighthouse.

Students work with a science expert to test soil.

Students use a sundial to tell time.

Students use hula hoops as innovative measurement tools.

Teachers learn to identify intertidal species and collect data on their abundance.

Teachers learn to take water quality measurements.

Teachers learn to map the beach and intertidal area to create a physical profile.

Educators use estimation and graphing to consider the adaptability of honey bees to a particular environment.

Educators create a geometric model for imaginary numbers with a human number line.
Ethnomathematics and STEM Institute

In its eighth year, the Ethnomathematics and STEM Institute brings together research institutions and community-based partners to support professional development for P–20 educators. Defined as the intersection of mathematics, sociocultural roots, and historical traditions, among others, ethnomathematics encourages the investigation and adaptation of these concepts within formal and informal environments. The institute strives to help educators discover pathways that foster student engagement through multiple culture-based approaches to learning STEM. In alignment with Mathematics Common Core State Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and Nā Hopena A'o, classroom and place-based learning occurs throughout the Hawaiian Islands.

Project TEAMS (Twice-Exceptional students Achieving and Matriculating in STEM)

Project TEAMS, in the Center on Disability Studies (CDS), is a five-year project funded by the U.S. Department of Education Gifted and Talented Education Program. The goal is to increase the number of high school students with disabilities identified as ‘scientifically promising’ who demonstrate high levels of science achievement and intend to or enter a postsecondary program in STEM. The project employs a broad definition of STEM to include health sciences and psychology. To examine the effectiveness of its three-pronged model, which includes enrichment in science, mentoring, and college transition support, the project conducts a multisite randomized trial with 1,440 students at 24 schools in five states/jurisdictions.

STEM for Diverse Learners (STEMD²)

STEMD² is a research and development group in the CDS aimed at advancing knowledge, transforming practice, and building capacity to broaden participation and achievement of students underrepresented in STEM degree programs and in the workplace. Through various federally funded research projects, STEMD² explores, experiments, and executes research-based practices to support STEM education transformation, particularly the education of marginalized learners and students with special learning needs. The group mission is to close the achievement gap and pave the way for underrepresented learners in STEM programs.

Ne‘epapa Ka Hana (NKH) Project

CDS’s NKH Project is a technology-enabled model designed to improve inclusive mathematics pedagogy. This project serves eighth graders through socio-culturally responsive problem-based learning activities, celebrating the richness of Native Hawaiian culture. Implementation is supported by professional development for teachers and online social learning network for students. The project contributes to students’ motivation, engagement, and confidence in STEM learning, leading to a successful transition to high school. Improving students’ performance early on in mathematics will also increase aspiration, participation, and completion in STEM careers.

Our Project In Hawai‘i’s Intertidal (OPIHI)

OPIHI, in the CRDG, is a citizen science program for middle and high school teachers and students to survey rocky intertidal areas in Hawai‘i. It utilizes a place-based, problem-based approach to learning STEM through inquiry. The intertidal is vulnerable to threats such as overharvesting, species invasions, and climate change effects. OPIHI prepares teachers to lead students in collecting rigorous monitoring data, including water quality and species abundance. The project has scientific and educational goals, including to improve content and scientific process knowledge of teachers and students and to investigate how the Hawaiian intertidal community has changed since the last OPIHI surveys were conducted 10 years ago.

Math Teachers’ Circle Hawaii (MaTCH)

MaTCH is a professional organization of approximately 50 mathematicians and mathematics educators who engage in solving open-ended, mathematical problems in order to further their own math knowledge as well as an understanding of the Common Core State Standards of Mathematical Practice. MaTCH began in 2011 and is led by Seanyelle Yagi and Linda Venenciano, of the Curriculum Research & Development Group (CRDG), and Michelle Manes (College of Natural Sciences). MaTCH meets monthly at the UH Mānoa campus to solve challenging problems with real-world connections that often integrate engineering and scientific processes.
Voice of the Sea

*Voice of the Sea* is an innovative 30-minute, weekly TV show broadcast throughout the Pacific Region that highlights ocean research and careers in a local context, incorporating traditional knowledge into the STEM cannon. Hosted by CRDG’s Kanese Duncan Seraphin, *Voice of the Sea* provides a venue for researchers to share their work with local audiences — those most affected by and with potentially the most to gain from increased understanding of current climate and ocean research in their geographic region. Since the show began airing in January 2014, research indicates significant increases in viewer interest and understanding of episode content across age groups.

KA PiliNA: AIM Together

KA PiliNA, also out of the CDS, is funded by the U.S. Department of Education Native Hawaiian Education Program. Ka Pilina, which means “the connection” in Hawaiian, began in the fall of 2011 to improve mathematics outcomes of 7th–12th grade students. The project aims to “connect” students to Native Hawaiian and local culture-based math activities and resources that will engage and improve their attitudes and achievement in math. The components of the project include teacher professional development, camps, community days, mentoring, and tutoring.

STEMS² Masters

The Department of Curriculum Studies began offering a STEMS² concentration within its Master of Education in Curriculum Studies program in the summer of 2015. The adapted acronym stands for science, technology, engineering, mathematics, social sciences, and sense of place. Designed specifically for in-service teachers and informal educators, the integrated concentration uses a place-based learning approach to address real-world problem solving with a focus on students’ development in relation to their role as local and global citizens. Participants emulate the processes of professionals in a variety of fields and design solutions to problems in their own communities.
A MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT

Aloha and thank you for your support of the University of Hawai’i at Mānoa College of Education. In this issue of *Currents*, we feature one of our educational partners and supporters, The Learning Coalition (TLC). TLC is among the many wonderful foundations we work with to improve the quality of education in Hawai’i.

In other good news, President Obama signed into law the “Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes Act of 2015” (PATH) in December 2015. This legislation includes a renewal of the IRA Charitable Rollover law with no expiration date, allowing you to send your IRA distribution directly to a charity without paying income taxes on it. Here is a brief recap of how the IRA Charitable Rollover works.

You can make a direct transfer from your IRA if...

- You are age 70½ or older on the day of the gift
- You transfer up to $100,000 directly from your IRA to one or more qualified charities (applies only to IRAs and not to other types of retirement plans)
- You do not receive any goods or services in return for the rollover gift in order to qualify for tax-free treatment

Gifts need to be made by December 31st to qualify this year.

For other ways you can support the college, see the accompanying piece on “Ways to Give.”

Please call or email me if you have any questions about how you can support our students, faculty, and programs. Or, if you just want to explore some ideas and discuss how you might leave your legacy, I would be happy to talk with you!

Mahalo nui loa,

Mark Fukeda
Director of Development
(808) 956-7988
mfukeda@hawaii.edu

WAYS TO GIVE...

CURRENT GIFTS
The most common way to make an immediate gift is by writing a check, which generates a charitable income tax deduction for you in the year of the gift.

A gift of real estate, stocks, or bonds held for more than a year also has the advantage of providing you a charitable deduction based on the current fair market value as well as bypassing capital gains tax on the appreciation.

CHARITABLE BEQUESTS
A bequest makes it possible for you to make your wishes known today without relinquishing needed assets during your lifetime. If you don’t decide where your assets go, the government will do it for you.

PLANNED GIFTS
Sometimes called deferred gifts, the term “planned gifts” refers to specific strategies that can benefit the college at some point in the future while offering immediate benefits to you.

The GIFT ANNUITY is a great example of how a gift generates fixed income for you. This is actually a contract between you and the college, via the UH Foundation, that is part gift and part annuity. In addition to the annuity payment, you receive a charitable income tax deduction and a portion of each annuity payment may be tax-free.

The DEFERRED PAYMENT GIFT ANNUITY, in which annuity payments are deferred for a number of years, offers rates that make it an attractive supplement to retirement income.

The CHARITABLE REMAINDER TRUST is perhaps the most versatile charitable giving tool. With this, it is possible to bypass capital gains tax on the sale of highly appreciated assets, generate an increase in income, receive an attractive charitable income tax deduction, and fulfill your philanthropic objectives.

The alumni, friends, and faculty of the College of Education have always displayed a charitable spirit. This is evidenced by the number of gifts the College receives each year – one of the highest of any academic unit on the Mānoa campus. Our tax codes provide benefits that make it possible for the charitable spirit to be expressed through many forms of giving.
IN HONOR OF...

DICK TSUDA
Morris & Lorna Lai

GREGG JACKSON
Morris & Lorna Lai

IN MEMORY OF...

RICHARD ALM
Gerald Wallace

JULIE ALM
Gerald Wallace

MELVIN EZER
David Cooper
Lillian Greene
Robert Grossman
Marilyn Klashman
Wendie McAllaster
Gay Reed
William Sachs
Robyn Sweesy
Carl Takeshita

MILDRED KOSAKI
Milton Migita

YURIKO K. LUM
Marian Kobayashi

HERBERT K. MIKAMI
Mae Mikami

CHARLES K. NISHIOKA
Jocelyn Mokulehua

ROBERT E. POTTER
Camilla Matsumoto

GARY REED
Steven Robertson

ESTHER M. T. SATO
Claire Cooper
Jennie In
Brian Sato
Nancy Whitman

PATSY H. SUYAT
Odetta Fujimori

SHIZUKO TANAKA
Darryl Tanaka
Steve Tanaka

CORPORATE, FOUNDATION & ORGANIZATION DONORS

$250,000 & ABOVE
Harry C. & Nee-Chang Wong Foundation

$100,000 – $249,999
Harold K. L. Castle Foundation

$50,000 – $99,999
Kamehameha Schools
Ortho Development

$30,000 – $49,999
James & Abigail Campbell Family Foundation
Samuel N. & Mary Castle Foundation

$10,000 – $29,999
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Hawaii Community Foundation

$2,500 – $9,999
Dr. Alvin & Monica Saake Foundation
Hawaii State Teachers Association
Renaissance Charitable Foundation Inc.
Schwab Charitable Fund

$1,500 – $2,499
FEC Kaimuki Partners LLC
S L & G Investments LLC
WZ Waiahamilo Partners LLC

$1,000 – $1,499
Hawaiian Electric Industries, Inc.
Ing Family Fund
The Oregon Community Foundation

$500 – $999
Foodland Super Market, Ltd.
Lucky G Enterprises Inc.
Punahou School
WZ Hilo Partners LLC

UP TO $500
College of Education Alumni Assn.
ExxonMobil Foundation
First Hawaiian Bank Foundation
Global Tech Inc.
Macy’s / Bloomingdale’s
Moiliili Hongwaji Mission
Monsanto Fund
Nittai University
Pacific Resources for Education and Learning
Simon Fraser University
Verizon Foundation
Ward Research, Inc.
In 2015, The Learning Coalition (TLC) approved three years of grant funding to support the establishment of graduate and faculty fellowships in the College of Education. The fellowships will promote community engagement within and among the college and its partners. This grant demonstrates TLC’s commitment to increase authentic and rigorous community engagement within the Hawai‘i Department of Education as well as its recognition of the critical role that the college plays in driving change in Hawai‘i’s schools and classrooms.

The college’s partnership with TLC began a few years ago when TLC invested in AFFECT: Activating Educators’ Focus on Family Engagement as Central to Teaching. The AFFECT grant supported three faculty members who developed family engagement content for the college’s teacher preparatory program. With a focus on systems alignment, TLC committed additional grant funds to the College of Education and the Hawai‘i State Teachers Association (HSTA) in 2015 to extend the pre-service family engagement modules to HSTA’s in-service professional development support system. Expanding upon the success of these modules, the college is working to develop community engagement modules in order to help prepare graduates for the 21st century classroom.

The Learning Coalition is a Honolulu-based, non-partisan, not-for-profit private operating foundation dedicated to excellence in Hawai‘i’s public schools. Director Matthew Lorin explained that TLC believes achieving excellence in our public education system is a matter of shared responsibility and differentiated accountability; that is, everyone has a unique and critical role to play. Based on this principle, the coalition supports sustainable community school partnerships that increase student engagement and ultimately lead to improved academic achievement and attainment.

“We are honored to join with Dean Young and the faculty and students of the College of Education in supporting the success of Hawai‘i’s public schools and students,” Lorin said. “While there will always be more work to do, we are very pleased with Hawai‘i’s trajectory in education and look forward to a long and fruitful partnership with the college.”
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INDIVIDUAL DONORS

$10,000 & ABOVE
Richard & Penelope Burniske
Mildred King
Herbert Matsuo

$5,000 – $9,999
Robert & Brigitte Campbell
Claire Cooper
Carl Daeufer
Marian Kobayashi
Brian Sato

$2,500 – $4,999
Kathryn Au
John Bailey
Patricia & Peter Dunn-Rankin
Royal & Aurora Fruehling
Mark Harris
Sueo & Jennie Kondo
Gordon & Alice Kushimaejo
Morris & Lorna Lai
Cheong Lum
Russell & Gail Masui
Francis & Larma Pottenger
Richard Tardiff & Pamela Van Wechel

$1,500 – $2,499
Mitsuo & Nancy Adachi
Charles & Ellen Araki
Denney & Laura Daetz
Kristen Eastvedt
Yuko Iio
James & Keiko Mimaki
George Nakamoto
Ralph & Cecelia Stueber

$1,000 – $1,499
Lynette Furukawa & David Yamashita
Linda Furuto
Deborah Hall
Karen Hofstad
Jennifer Ing
Fei-Fei Jin
Yuanan Lu
John Mason
Yoshinobu Oshiro
Beth & Neil Pateman
Gay Reed
Patrick Robitaille
John Saito
Margaret Wilson
Ethel Yamaguchi
Joseph Zilliox

$500 – $999
Keith Akana
W. V. & Janet Beaulieu
Kathy Bowers
Lowell & Charlotte Cambra
Mona Chock & Patrick Young
Esther Chun
Robert Creps & Debra Pfaltzgraff
Sandra Hagstrom
Ted & Andrea Heid
Toshio & Jeane Higa
Gary & Caren Hisaoaka
Stephen Isenberg
Wayne & Amy Kanemoto
Bert & Mary Kimura
Gloria Kishi
Dana & Roy Kobashigawa
Edward & Barbara Kuba
Lester Kunimitsu
William & Phyllis Lennan
Mae Mikami
Theodore & Ludevina Mogote
Glen & Sandra Moribe
Arthur & Sachie Murata
Veronica & Marcelo Pagat
Catherine Payne
Donald Rubinstein
Donna Saiki
Nora & Reynold Saito
Florence Seto
Grace Shigeta
Lawrence Taguba
Darrell & Chrisanth Tanaka
Ronald & Toshiye Yoshida
James & Harriet Yoshimori
Donald & Ann Young
Lawrence & Aileen Zane

$250 – $499
Anonymous
Amefil Agbayani
Pualani Akaka
Cosmo & Ann Arakawa
Henry Ariyoshi
Andrea Bartlett
Eva & Jerry Bohannon
Warren & Kathleen Chee
Richard & Thelma Chun
Josephine De Morales
Regina Edwards
Barry & Adele Faber
Cynthia Feng
Marie & Eugene Fujii
Karen & Alvin Fuse
Mary & Thomas Goya
Wendy Gumm

Jane Hashimoto
Joan Husted
Jocelyn & Hiroshi Ige
Hester Inouye
Pauline & George Jacroux
Hawley Jervis
Jan & Craig Kakiuchi
Keith & Jean Katsuda
Randall & Jean Kawamoto
Henry Kitagawa
Wayne Kobayashi
Cheryl Kojima
Deborah & Stephen Kula
Lawrence Kurosawa
Andrew & Mildred Kutsunai
Evelyn Lam
Joel Lapheah
Shannon Lee
Sam Leong
Wesly Maekawa
Toshiko Mizuguchi
Lyman & Marilyn Morikawa
Derek Murai
Ralph & Grace Murakami
Susan Nakamura
Elaine Nakatsu
Andy & Nii Nii
Mary Nooney
Donald & Evelyn Nugent
Sarene Oda
Melfried & Judith Olson
Roy & Darlene Oshiro
Gordon Ozawa
Feleni Petelo
Jan & Marcia Prins
Katherine Santuro
Ellen Schroeder
Karen Segawa
Blanche Shibley
Lillian Sodetani
Laura Stang
Twyla-Dawn Steer
Maurice & Marsha Stevenson
Steven & Amy Sugai
Lee & David Takagi
Gail Tamaribuchi
Ellen Tamura
Christine Thompson
Roy & Sarah Uejo
Linda Venenciano
Luz Villalba
Laura & John Vines
Richard Will
Jonathan Wong
Claudia Yano
Sanford Yee & Ona Lee
$100 – $249

Sandy Ahu
Andrea Aiona
Lynette Aipa
Patsy Akagi
William & Abegale Akutagawa
Linda & Charles Alexander
Susan Alivado
Karen & Vincent Aoki
Terry Arakaki
Myron & Ellen Arakawa
Barbara & Robert Arthurs
Lawrence Asami
Roy & Karen Asao
Florence Asato
Mildred Asuncion
Warren Au
Elizabeth Aulsebrook
Allen Awaya
Junko Ayabe
Julia Baek
Frederick Bail
Ann Bayer
Betty & Todd Berens
Tracey Bielenda
Rhonda Black
Yvette & Hartwell Blake
David Blanchard
Michael Brady
Carol & Robert Brennan
Francis Brennan
Timothy Brink
Isabel Brown & Leonardo Deocares
Leslie Burnau
Jackie Burniske
Aldona Businskas
David Caldwell
Ronald & Cecelia Cambra
Georgiana Caravalho
Joan Carlson
Jacquelin & Traver Carroll
Patricia Carter
Rosemary Casey
Rhoda Cassell
Joyce Cassen & Norman Levey
Victoria Cayabyab
Dean Cevallos
Myrna Chang
Myrtle & Kenneth Chang
Winona Chang
Joseph & Judith Chevarley
Selvin & Frances Chin-Chance
Lillian Ching
Loretta Ching
Nora & Robert Chong
Rowena & Christopher Chow
Jenny & Reynold Choy
Sue Ann & Victor Chun
Stewart Chun & Diane Sakamoto
Nora Chung
Maria Elena Clariza
Eileen Clarke
Mike Claxton
Patti Coale
Maurya Coito
Eric Cole
David & Norma Cooke
Barbara Coons
Patricia Coughlin
Robert Cozzoli
Gail Crosson
David & Jodie Curry
Reva Dacanay
Gertrude d’Agay
Jeff Dalgarno
Bebi & Harry Davis
Brooke Davis
June DeBusk
Yasuka Delong
Kitty Dennis
Dean & Susan Des Jarlais
Eric Dilulio
Sharon Duerbig
Marilyn Dululao-Hutton & Thomas Hutton
Page Dwight
Patricia Edelen-Smith & Garnett Smith
Susan & Michael Emura
Celeste & Steven Endo
David Ericson
Cynthia & Tim Esaki
Janice Espiritu
Elisapeta Faalafi
Gail Farmer
Clarence & Verna Ferreira
Marion Fersing
Hilda Fo
Sandra & Walter Fo
Jon Fo
Grace Fong
Michelle Frank
Yoshie Frigiliana
Irene Fujii
Odetta & Edwin Fujimori
Berg & Grace Fujimoto
Gayle & Francis Fujioka
Ralph & Eleanor Fujioka
Doris & Harold Fujita
Grace & Gilbert Fujiyoshi
Mark Fukeda
Paul & Charlene Fukunaga
Gary & Lorna Fukushima
Lori Fulton
Robert & Anita Gillchrest
Jonathan Gillentine
Helen Gomi
Milli Gorecki
Kathleen & George Goto
J. & Donna Grace
Roland & Maria Graham
Charlene & Reynaldo Graulty
Lillian Greene
H. Robert & Glenda Grossman
Shirley Haggart
Patricia & Avelino Halagao
Gayle Hamasaki
Mary Hamasaki
Maggie Hanohano
Doris & Robert Hara
Violet Hara
Amy & Donald Harada
Naomi Haraga
Betty Hart
Daphne Harwood
Sandra Hashida
Lee Hashimoto
Carol Hashiro
Naomi Hayakawa
Rena Hayashi
Howard & Betty Hayashi
Susan Hayashi
Dorothy Hazama
Linda Rose Herman
Takejiro Higa
H. & Gail Higaki
Nancy Hirohara
Francis & Mable Hirata
Daniel & Amy Hironaka
Sherry Holley
June Honda
Dora Hong
Karen & Edwin Hosaka
Grace & Robert Hu
Patricia Hunter-Williams & Theodore Williams
Kimiyo Ide
Jean & Ralph Ige
Walter & Marion Ikeda
Elaine Ikeda
Sanae Isagawa
Cheryl & Daniel Ishii
Ann & John Ishikawa
Jone Isobe
Pearl Iwaid
Helen Iwatani
Lucretia Jaye
Lance Jayne
INDIVIDUAL DONORS

Amelia Jenkins
Jeannette Johnson-Capps & Ian Capps
Janice Jones
Wayne & Margaret Jyo
Kristi Kai
Emiko Kaita
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Judith Kakazu
Ronald & Jean Kam
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Charles & Hatsue Kamimura
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Karen & Henry Kanda
Larry & Hiroko Kanda
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Richard & Laraine Karamatsu
Kikuyo Karimoto
Linda Katagiri
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Keith Kato
Katherine & Ray Kawaguchi
Richard & Jennie Kawasaki
Mildred & Henry Kibota
Thomas Kieren
Gertrude Kihara
Lawrence & Charleen Kimata
Judith Kimura
Roy & Amy Kimura
Pamela King
Thomas & Marceline Kirejczyk
Theodore & Alice Kishimori
Ronald & Linda Kishimoto
Yukio & Tsuyuko Kitagawa
Diane Koga
Amy Kojima
Randy Komatsu
Jane Komeiji
Eileen Komeya
Alice & Richard Kotake
Amy Kubitana
Elizabeth Kunimoto
Jane Kurahara
Carmencita Lariba
Bernadette & Roy Ledesma
Lesley Lee
Sharon Lee
Sallie Lee
Arlene Lee-Williams
Moana Leong
Raquel Leong
Judy Li
Ernest & Laurie Libarios
Matthew Liew

Susan Lim
Kristen Lindstrom
Cedric & Shannon Loo
Sakae & Henry Loo
Marcus Lowe & Janis Kisuwa-Lowe
Duncan & Carol Lum
Shirley Lum
Carole Lum
Beverly Mabbett
Carolyn MacGovern
Gertrude Makishima
Jeanne Marn
Elton Masaki
Judith Matoi
Lynne & Stanley Matsuda
Joan Matsukawa
Camilla Matsumoto
Clyde & Annette Matsumoto
Glen & June Matsumoto
Jerry Matsumoto
Roy & Elizabeth Matsumoto
Theolinda & Michael Matsumoto
Allen & Fay Matsunaga
Roberta Mayor
Wendie McAllaster
Cathey McCoun
Judy Mccoy
T. Bruce & Sherry McFadzean
Lorena McGovern
John & Jayne McLaughlin
Michael Melanson & Valerie Lys
Susan & James Merrill
Jeanne Meyer
Carmelita & Kenneth Minami
Susan Minato
Shirley & Ray Miyamoto
Ronald & Caroline Miyata
Mitsu & Tokimi Miyatake
Kenneth & Frances Miyazono
Nancy Miyoi
Kenneth & Lynette Mizuo
Jeffrey & Nicole Moniz
Maureen Morgan
Karen Moriyama
Avis & Richard Mortemore
David Motooka
Douglas & Betty Mukai
Steven & Judy Muramoto
Robert & Sue Muranaka
Fusayo & Seichi Nagai
Lynda & Carl Nagai
Linda & Stafford Nagatani
Jane Nagatori
Valerie Nakagawa
Kenneth & Karen Nakamura

Patricia & Miles Nakanishi
Glenn & Kathy Nakao
Melvin & Joy Nakao
Mitsugi & Marjorie Nakashima
Greg Nakasone
Alene Nakasone
Charles & Julia Naumu
Felicitas Negrete
Kenneth Nielsen
Michio & Hiroye Niiya
Jocelyn & Richard Nishihara
Warren Nishimoto & Michiko Kodama-Nishimoto
Curtis & Dee-Ann Nishioka
Susan Nishioka
Coleen Nitta
Sarah Noda
Charlotte Nomura
Mary Jo Noonan
Norma & Dennis Nouchi
Beverly & Ronald Oda
E. Oda & Daniel Anderson
Jan Ogino
Dennis & Naomi Ohta
Arthur & Betty Oishi
Scott & Shari Okada
Ray & Annette Okimoto
Sally Okimoto
Chad Okinaka
Alan & Ellen Okinaka
May Okinaka
Brian & Nadine Okumura
Lauren Oleary
Cheryl Olin
Sandra Olsen
Dexter & Carolyn Onaga
Deanna Ortscheid
Frances & Roy Oshiro
Libby Oshiyama
Nellie Owyang
Olivia Padeken-Kenolio & David Kenolio
Hyun-Sook Park & Stanley Young
Catherine Peterman
Mark & Shannon Peterson
Richard & Antonette Port
William Rapoza
Don Reader
James & Kathleen Reinhardt
Stacey & Robert Roberts
Steven & Rossanna Robertson
David Robitaille
Doreen Rodrigues
Lani Rodriguez
Lois Ruck
Bob & Martie Sachs
James & Anne Sadayasu
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Owen Saiki
Milton & Grace Saito
Kent Saruwatari
Harold & Linda Sato
Joseph Scanlon
Janet Scott
Carl Sekimura
Alice Sekiya
Anna Sfard
Faye Shaver-Simons & Harry Simons
Catherine & James Shepherd
Grace Sherwin
Betty & Seiji Shimabukuro
Janet & Harry Shimada
Patricia & Bruce Shimomoto
Jane Shirafuji
Linda & Chris Shirai
Steven Shiraki
Mary & Francis Shishido
Alan & Vera Shoho
Doreen Shon
Jamie Simpson Steele
Lawrence & Sandra Siu
Barbara & Douglas Smith
John & Sigrid Southworth
Larry & Judith Sovder
Rita Speitel
Kathleen Sproles
John Stephens
Lucia & John Stewart
Dean Sugiyama
Claudia Sullivan
Hazel & Raymond Sumile
Lisa Suzuki
Matthew Suzuki
Robert Sweeney
Daniel Swift
Lucia & Sim Tabbal
Joanne Tachibana
Elaine & Calvin Tadaki
Lynne & Guy Tagomori
Carolyn Taguchi
Karen & Philip Takaba
Roger Takabayashi
Sandra & Wayne Takahashi
Randall & Edna Takaki
Patricia & George Takamiya
Joy Takara
Lydia Takara
Valerie Takata
Nancy & Gary Takiguchi
Donna Tamasese
Lynn Tamayoshi
Steve & Amy Tanaka
Elisie & Shinya Tanaka
Conrad & Rosa Tang
Faith & Donald Taniotomi
Traci & Perry Tanourye
Nancy & Hiroto Taono
Glenn & Linda Tatsuno
Hannah Tavares
Christine Taylor
Robert Teichman & Geri Young
Janet Terada
Setsuko & Robert Teramoto
Susanne & Dennis Teramoto
Margery Terpstra
Richele Thorneburg
Deborah Tim
Vaughn & Rosemary Tokashiki
Michael Tokioka
Wade Tokumine
Beverly Tom
Vivian Tom
Melissa & Steven Tome
Jean Tsuda
Dick & Cassandra Tsuda
Shelley & John Tsue
Stanley & Ruth Tsumoto
Janice Turner
Susan Tyau
Jiri & David Uehara
Andrea Ueno
Edith & Setsuo Ushio
Rhonda Velasquez
Anthony & Lila Villasenor
Cynthia Von Flatern
Liane & Bruce Voss
Hazel Wada
Lorinda & Richard Waltz
Ruth Watanabe
Gordon & Julie Wee
Bettejane Weiss
Jan Williams
Albert Wills
Henry & Laurie Wong
Jacqueline Wong
Joni & Kingsley Wong
Myron & Janice Wong
Karen Yamaki
Carol Yamamoto
Paula & Paul Yamamoto
Eugene Yamamoto
Mildred & Herbert Yamamoto
June Yamanuha
Brian & Susan Yamasaki
Lloyd & Ethel Yamashige
Charlene & Gil Yamashiro
Denise Yamashiro
Kenneth & Betty Yamashiro
Amy Yamashita & David Takeuchi
June Yamashita
Margaret Yamashita
Karen Yanagida
Susan Yanagida
Ronald & Shirley Yanagisawa
Richard & Naomi Yap
Ellen Yasuda
James & Jeanne Yasuda
Clifton Yasutomi
Jessie Yoda
Richard & Kay Yogi
Jane & Norman Yonamine
Lillian Yoshioka
Curtis & Carol Young
James & Kathleen Young
Joan Young
Pamela Young
June Yukumoto
Vickey & Fred Zeithammel
Gay Zenigami

UP TO $100
Tomoko Aban • Ernest Abe • Florence Abe • Paulette Abe • Sadako Aburamen • Debi Adlawan • Kelli Agaran • Miriam Agcaoili • Connie Ah Loo • Deborah Ahira • Taryn Aina • Lee & Carey Akamine • Zeoma & Paul Akau • Susan Akau-Naki & Paul Naki • Thomas & Joyce Akimoto • Lorinda & Clyde Akita • Wayne Akizaki • Dennis & Francine Almodova • Esther Amano • Rodney Amasaki • Amy Amuro • John Anderson • Ruby Anderson • Anthony & Naomi Andrade • Alan Angelo • Eladio Aoalin & Trinidad Rubio-Aoalin • Randal Aoki • Edrian Apo • Sande Arakaki • Shirley & Andrew Arakaki • Nicole Arakawa • Aileen Arashiro • Thomas Arinaga • Bernice & Mark Asakura • Rochelle Asao • Adrienne Asato • Irene Asato • Setsuko Asato • Geraldine & Nelson Awaya • Carole Baker • Valerie Baldov • James & Theresa Bauer • Edward & Ann Bell • Shirley Bell • Roger & Masako Bellinger • Bronson Birdsal • Elizabeth Bonilla • Barbara & Richard Bonnardel • Geraldine Bonner • Patricia Boone • Myra Borges • David Brandner • Paul & Susan Brandon • Anita Brewster • Jennifer Brooks • Keith Brovold • Eunice & Kingsley Brown • Susana & Roan Browne • Sharlene Brunell • Bruce Bryer • Ann Marie & JeffreyBuffington • Rosela Bunton • Bernice Buxbaum • Winona Calbero • Alfredo
Carbonel • Joy Carr • Alycia & Elvin Case • Ann & Floyd Castellano • Bernice Chang • Clifford & Karen Chang • Frank & Lillian Chang • Violet Chang • Faye & Philip Chase • Karen Chilstrom • Barbara Ching • Carolyn Ching • Christina Ching • Cynthia Ching • Mary Ching • Laura Chock • Gilbert & Doris Choi • Jean Chong • Cheryl & Jay Chow • Loretta & Charles Chun • Pamela Chun • Pamela Chun & Douglas Doi • Miwa Chung • Bernice & Michael Clark • Kathleen Cloower • Sarah & Peter Cole • David Cooper & Fay Menacker • Judy Cramer • Thomas & Mary Craven • Marian & Richard Crislip • Linda Cruz • John & Josephine Cuprisin • Michael Dalton • Claire & Glenn Dang • Beatrice Davison • Timothy & Corazon De Mello • Valerie DeCorte • Emmanuel & Lynn del Rosario • Charlene Delaney • Jolene Delaries • Jordan D’Olier • Ruby Donlin • Constance Dowd • Robert & Patty Downey • Carolyn DuBois-Weakley • Ulysses Weekly • Gaylene Dulduela • Randall Dunn • Amanda Dupont • Karen & Stanley Emoto • Sandra & Carl Endo • Alpha Jean Eng • Kathleen & Richard English • Estelle Enoki • Ginger & Dennis Enomoto • Jenny Enomoto • Randall Eslit • Dale Evans • Darci-anne Evans-Higgins • Lili Evensen • Bernard & K. Audrey Eyben • Stephen Fagan • Jessica Faige • Jonathan & Nona Fern • Glenn Fernandez • Stacie Ferdinand • Robert & Joyce Fiske • Irene Fjaerestad • Jonathan Fong • Solomon Ford • Katherine Forsythe • Jane Foster • Deborah & Gary Frasco • Rosemary French • Lurline Fujii • Robert & Helen Fujikawa • Karen Fujimoto • Gayleen Fujimura • Joao Fujio • Emi Fujioka • Sandra Fukui • Susan Fukushima • Jeffrey & Shirley Fukushima • Norman Fukushima • Patsy Fukushima • Louise • Daniel Funasaki • Myrna Fung • Virginia & Leonard Furukawa • Stephanie Furuta • Adrian Galvez & Lerina Saludes-Galvez • William Geary • Sharon Geurts • Diana Ginsburg • Gabrielle Glatt • Elna Gomes • Melissa Goo • Kourt Goodness • Dennis Goodrich • Merle & John Gornick • Bow & Arthur Goto • Clara Goto • Eleanor Goto • Lisa Goto • Beverly & Joseph Greges • William Groberg • Lenora Gum • Patricia Gutzeit • Janet Hadama • Tomi Haehnlein • Ann Haioka • Deloris Hairston • Fumiko Hakoda • Wynn Hamano • Dickey & Frances Hamasaki • Lillie Hamilton • Davelyn & Lambert Han • Alma & Howard Hanzawa • Julitta Harai • Faye Haraguchi • Yuki Harris • Jeanne Hartney • Linda & Frank Hashiba • Miyoko & Edward Hashimoto • Mildred Hassebrock • Stuart Hayashi • Harry Hayler • Harlan & Jayme Henna • Florenda Hermosura • Juliette • Robert Herodias • Kathleen & Roger Herring • Jennifer & David Hetland • Joann Higa • Wendy Higa • Larry Higashi • Alton & Lynn Higashi • Chieko Higuchi • Sandra Higuchi • Karen Hill • Itsuo Hino • Ruby Hiraiishi • David Hirao • Pamela Hirata • Hiram • Janet Hironaka • Barbara Hiroshige • John & Barbara Hirota • Kay Hishinuma • Peggy & Christopher Hong • Daphne Homma • Teresa Hood • Wendy & Dean Horikami • Gwen & Richard Horita • Barbara Hotta • Walter & Catharina Hsiao • Kevin Hsu • John Hutton • Vinh Kien Huynh • Gail • Winford Ideue • Joyce Ige • Sharon Ige • Carolyn & Raymond Ikeda • Warren & Dorothy Imada • Tatsumi & Irene Imada • May Imamura-Uru • Jennie In • Lawrence & Violet Inaba • Ann Ing • Joanne & Laurence Ing • Karen Irie • Karen & George Ishida • Susan • Russel Ishida • Kathryn • Daryl Ishii • Sharon Ishii • Michael Ishizu • Naomi Ishiwata • Laura & Gary Iwamoto • Jan • Randall Ivase • Kristen Iwashita • Theodore Jaderstrom • Beth Jalli • Betty Jameson • Annette & Robert Jim • Robert & Bonnie Jinkens • Diane & Clarence Johnson • Amanda Jones • Elisapeta Jones • Royce Jones • Harriet Jorgenson • JoAnn & Joseph Kaku • Justin & Kate Kakehashi • Monica Kauai • Dwight & Sandy Kagawa • Loretta Kahalewai • Aileen & Clifford Kajiwara • Keith Kagaku • Kristy Kaku • Shizuko Kako • Paddy • Yoshinori Kakihara • Sue Kail • Edward Kalinowski • John Yee-Kalinowski • Sonia Kallstrom • George & Dorothy Kamikawa • Joyce Kaminaga • Judy Kaminishi • Mark & Alex Kana • Lena & Ted Kanemori • Keith & Velma Kaneshige • Bryce Kaneishi • Lennie Kanevsky • Geraldine Kanno • Noriko Kasahara • Mary Helen Kasahara • Bliaine Kashawa • Patricia Katayama • James Kato • Donna Kautz • Pauline • Lyle Kawamata • Carolen Kawamoto • Phyllis & Michael Kawamoto • Calvin Kaya • Tetsu Kazuyo • Sara Okada • Sherrie Keck • Ikenaga • Tiffiny Keliiaa • Doreen & Larry Kelley • Brian Keogh • Winfred Keolani • Alicia & Ken Kernjll • Deanna Kiersz • Anne Kim • Yoko & Tae Kim • Elaine & Roy Kimizuka • Shirley & Donald Kimizuka • Jane King • Karen • Lynn Kinney • Edward & Doris Kino • James & Amy Kishaba • Joanne & George Kishimori • Lynn Kitamura • Marilyn Klashman • Jolene Klepper • Vicki • Mark Kloetzel • Suzanne Koba • Katsuhiro Ishige • Masako Kodama • George & Iris Koga • Anne Koide • Karen Koles • JoAnn • Ronald Komata • Carolyn & Ryan Komats • Linda Kondo • Louise Kong • Kiihwi Kono • Coralie Kopp • Diane • Gerald Kotsuki • Ken Krim • Edwina & Wayson Lee • Heather Lee • Abbe Lee • Steve Manderson • Clare & Alan Lee • Alan • Mary Catherine Lennon • Noelle Liew • Mary Anne Long • John • Janet Lopes • Patricia Lopez • Michael Higashi • Roy & Sandra Lovett • Gladys Lucas • David • Melanie & Lui • Fenton • Betty Lum • Jon Lum • Karen • John Lum • Loretta Lum • Pamela Lum • Patricia & Wilfred Lum • Wesley • Sharon Lum • Danny Lum • Faye Lum • Joyce Lum • Wilbur Luna • Leona Lu-Wei • Yau Ho- Janet Lyle • Lise Ditze-Mc & Dickson Ma • Reyhan Ma • Mary & Donald Machado • Joanna Mackin • Meredith Maeda • Norma Muromoto-Maeda • Gary Maeda • Susan & Wade Makizuru • Helen Manzanillo • Adeline Mark • Adele Marple • Claire Masaki • Yoko Maseter • Fred & Hazel Masuda • Doris Masutomi • Cheryl Matayoshi • Elise Matsumoto • Gail & Colbert Matsumoto • Haruko Matsumoto • Myrtle Matsumoto • Vail Matsumoto • Joyce Matsuo • Jean Matsuo • Keith Matthews • Dorothy Mau • Jasmine Mau-Mukai • Steven Mukai • Annette & Michael McGuire • Daniel McLaughlin • Masako McMahon • Lynn Meguro-Reich • David Reich • Maribelle Meno • Clarence Merriles • Cynthia Michimoto • Healan Miekie • Jenny Migita • Milton & Susan Migita • Josephine Miller • Robin • Patricia Miki • Harold Minn • Natsuko & Shigeto Minami • Hubert Minn • Carl & Phyllis Mito • J. Mitte • Grace Miyamoto • Mary & Rogers Miyamoto • Eloise & Wallace Miyasak • Gail & Ronald Miyashiro • Genevieve • Robert
DONORS & FRIENDS

UP TO $100

Miyashita • Richard & Yasuko Modjeski • Jocelyn Mokulehua • Virginia Moore • Karen & Thomas Morgan • Shirley Mori • Dean Moriha • Mamiko Morimoto • Karen Morika • Diane & Stanley Morioka • Sharon Morrow • Susan Mossman • Westley Mow • Lynette & Russell Mun • Jami Muranaka • Cori Anne Muraoka • Julia & Robert Nagamine • Laura-Ann Nagata • Pauline & Ralston Nagata • Mari Naito • Amy Nakagawa • Pamela Nakagawa • Paul Nakuma • Leila Nakamatsu • Avis Nakamoto • Lisa Nakamura • Cathy Nakamura • Naomi & Tadashi Nakanishi • Peter & Lynn Nakashima • Mindy Nakashima-Inouye & Dave Inouye • George Naukana • Dawn Neyer • Sumiko Ng • Cynthia & Richard Nichols • Bliss & Melvin Nishida • Sandra Nishimi • Carol Dee & Keith Nishimura • Gail Nishimura • Grace & Lionel Nishimura • Russell & Karen Nishimura • Carol Nishiwaki • Masako & Michio Nitta • Janice Nitta • Waka Noguchi • Donna & Jeffrey Noonoe • Myrthel & Richard Ogasawara • Arlene & Wayne Ogata • Joyce Ogawa • William Ogle • Geraldine Ohara • Norma Ohara • Calvin & Irene Oka • Betty & Matsu Ocampo • Joanne Okamoto • Ronald & Bernice Okamoto • Charlene & Stephen Okano • Caroline Okasako • Jeannette Okazaki • Merrilee Oki • Lee & Nancy Okimoto • Maizie Okimoto • Nathan Okimura • Loga Okita • Joyce Okumura • Iris Okura • Carol Okutani • Clarice Olayvar • Virginia Oliver • Corlyn Olson Orr • Jayne Omori • Jancye Omura • Helen & Walter Omo • Esther Onaga • Myra Ono • Kaaren & Harry Onouye • Faye & Darel Onuma • Matthew Ormiston • Sarah Osborn • Ross Oshiro • Walter & Karen Oshiro • Ryan Oshima • Robin & Sharon Otagaki • Sandra Otake • Nora Oyama-Haagen & Stanton Haagen • Josephine Pablo • Yui & Chihiro Paek • Lisa Pahukoa • Joan Paleka • Cherie Palermo • Carol & Gordon Pang • Hui Ying Pang • Dora Pang • Stephen & Sandra Park • Sandra Park • Thomas & Mary Parpana • Maile & Scot Parry • Claire & George Pearce • Harriet Pellerin • Victoria & Alan Pescia • Julie Peters • William Phung • Marilyn & Anthony Picard • Rebecca Pierson • Anne Pohner • Peter Pollock • Mary Prince • Andrea Pujolar • Rosamie Ramos • Ronald & Lisa Rapozo • Deanna Rasmussen • Cristina Rathney • Janice Reutter • Megan Rhein • Don & Sonya Richter-Smith • Shirley Rigby • Macy Ring • Alice & Crichton Roberts • Lynda Robitaille • Carolyn Rogozen • Kimberly Roman-Dimsirillo • Sharolyn Roppiyakuda • Elizabeth Ross • Edward & Kandi Rothenberg • Chasity Rowley • Daniel & Judith Rutt • William & Ellen Sachs • Ellen Saiki • Steven & Elaine Saiki • Eunice Saito • Alma Sagawa • Bruce & Janine Sakaki • Marilyn & Walter Sakamaki • Sandra & Thomas Sakamoto • Atsuko & Kyle Sakamoto • Allen & Judy Sakuoka • Rhoda & Tadashi Sakurai • Jaime Sambuena • Helen & Charles Sanpei • Eloise Saranilillo • Bryan Sasaki • Irvin Sasaki • Michiru Sasaki • Claire Sato • Susan & Alvin Satogata • Ellen Sato-Lum & Randall Sato • Jane Sayles • Nanette Schonleber • Tracy & Susan Scofield • Diane Scott • Leatrice Scow • Nancy Scull • Carol & Dennis Seino • Susan Sellings • Karen Seward • Anita Shaw • Andrea Sheu • Eugene & Nancy Sherrill • Sherry • Helen Shigemura • Sandra Shimabukuro • Sharon Shimabukuro • Charles & June Shimata • Cynthia & Eric Shinizu • Mary Shimizu • Rosaline Shinkawa • Amy Shinoki • Michael & Cheryl Shintani • Norma Shiraki • Sharon & Stanley Shiraki • Shirley Shirouma • Kazuo & Betty Shishido • Eugene & Carole Shizuru • Vera & Charles Shores • Janet & Stanley Shota • Ruth Silverstein • Nancy Sylvich • Lisa Silva • Theodore Silva • Anita Silva • Darlene Simpson • Jody & Jeff Skipper • Joann Skudlarick • Helen Slaughter • Hannah Slovin • William Smits • Karen & Kevin Snyder • Glenn Soma • Barbara Sparks • Hardy & Joyce Spohrer • Suzanne & Richard Stacey • Elizabeth Stalter • Gerard Stanley • Anita & William Stern • Eva Strickland • Linda Stringer • Nathalie & Robert Stubbs • Daniel Sturm • Andrew Suenobu • Hilda & Fausa Sugai • Glenda & Derrick Sugi • Ann & Paul Sugiyashii • Carol & Michael Sullivan • Tony Suyetsugu • Frances Suzuki • Rodney Suzuki • Shawn & Susan Suzuki • Robyn Sweeys • Robert Tabije • Glenn Tadaki • Laurie Taguchi • Daniel Taira • Sharleen & Harold Taira • Susan Taira • Dan & Bernice Takahata • Grant & Jan Takakoski • Kevin Takayama • Karen Takimoto • Lillian Takemura • Carl & Irene Takeshita • Leatrice Tam • Gordon Tam • Susan & Roland Tamuru • Jaymie Tamashiro • Corinne & Ronald Tamashiro • Catherine & Clifford Tamura • Alice Tanaka • Faith Tanaka • Karen Tanaka • Nancy Tara • Todd & Amy Tashiro • Juliette Taura • Charlotte Tengan • Howard Temma • Evelyn Teramae • Agnes Terao-Guiala & Valentin Guiala • Irene Teraoka • Sweeny Temp • Anne Thede • Priscilla Thompson • Thomasina Tibanay • Patricia & Ronald Tochiki • Robert & Ann Todd • Lorraine & Gary Tokuda • Wendy & Rockne Tokumine • Sherilyn & James Tom • Coleen Toma • Gary & Gail Tomita • Mary Tomlinson • Gayle & Ethan Tomorino • Betsy Tonda • Eunice Tong • Lianne & Albert Tong • Susan Torbenson • Melga Torre • Alfred Torres • Shellie Tottori • Sharilyn & Clifford Toyama • Patricia Trounser • Jane Tsukamoto • Marjorie Tupper • Lillian Tyau • Carolynn Uchiyama • Mark & Aileen Utah • Dwight & Faye Uno • Eileen Usagawa • Dorothy & Jensen Usijihii • Yui Uta • Yosiko & Roy Uyeda • Shirleen & Richard Uyehara • Kathleen Uyema • Willem Van Der Lee • Kathryn van Lonkhuyzen • Hans Van Tilburg & Maria Da Silva • Barbara Vance • Beverly & Daniel Viera • Theresa & Eddie Viloria • Glenn & Annabelle Wani • Bessie & Ronald Wada • Katherine Wada • Stoney Wada • Tina Wainwright • Valerie Waki • Gerald Wallace • Colleen Walls • Jeffrey & Edna Walters • Lynette Watanabe • Nona & Allan Wert • Nancy Whitman • Elizabeth Wilson • Elinor Wolff • Dannahnee Won • Philip Won • Verena Wong • Beverly & Gerald Wong • Karen & Arthur Wong • Katherine Wong • Roselle Wong • LaVerne Wong • Jo Ann Wong-Kam • Rosemarie Woodruff • Karen Woebel • Elaine Yagi • Lillian Yamada • Darren Yamabe • Craig Yamada • Nancy Yamada • Sharon Yamada • Myra & Reggie Yamada • Cynthia Yamagata • Lynne Yamaguchi • Wendy Yamaguchi • Annette & Melvin Yamaki • Ann Yamamoto • Janis & Roy Yamamoto • Nancy & Tom Yamamoto • Carrie Yamamoto • June & Gerald Yamamoto • Ellen & Danny Yamamura • Lloyd & Charlene Yamasaki • Amy Yamashiro • Kathleen Yamashiro • Russell Yamauchi • Brian & Eloise Yano • Robert & Karen Yano • Sue & Frank Yap • Lynn & Wayne Yasutomi • Patrick & Shari Yates • Esther Yokoyama • Hiroshi & Patricia Yoshikawa • Nadine Yoshina-Dohin & George Dochin • Etsuko Yoshino • Jennifer Yoshino • Lynn Yoshitsugu • Margaret Youngwerth • Diane Yoya • Gail Yuen • Lynne & James Zakimi • Lynn & Gloriette Zane •
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

ALEXANDER POKI KALI MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
DeSilva, Shelby Ann

ANDREW W.S. & JENNIE L. IN SCHOLARSHIP FOR GRADUATE STUDY
Frontiera, Candice S
Stanley, Amber Yukie Matsunobu

BANK OF HAWAI’I ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Hanohano-Tripp, Lindsay
Kapualeionalani

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP
Belveal, Lyn Kuuleilani Erskine
Besic, Maidi
Buccat, Rogemar Aquino
Byrnes, Rebecca Rose
Caparoso, Jenna Tamiko
Carini, Esmeralda
Carvalho, Erin Marie
Castillo, Jyoti
Castro, Luisa Fernanda
Chang, Mary K H
Chau, Catherine Cenie Naomni
Cypriano, David Awong
Davis, Lindsey Kaminski
Eads, Donald E
Furutani, Masako Grace
Garcia, Kristin M
Gauvin, Natalie Rose
Giscombe, Madeline Wright
Greene, Joseph Christopher
Hidalgo, Dannah Marian A
Hillman, Shannon Kelly
Ho, Kawika Tam
Ho, Kwun Wah
Humphreys, Vanessa Tamiko
Isobe, Kryssa Ayami
Johnson, Lindsey Ann
Kenetani, Ryan Akio
Labausa, Antonette Tudela
Lau, Jonathan Kahala Kealiikuhilani
Lee, Randi Louise
Li, Anna De Ying
Li, Wendan
Logan, Sarah Leigh
Magalei, Jerusha Nanea Puanani
Merc, Eduard
Michaels, Katlin Marie
Mikami, Noelandi Sarah
Morimoto, Kana
Nguyen, Andrew Tanh
Ongosia, Farahola Carrissa
Pascual, Megan Emi
Pereira, Jessica Carmel Yen Ei
Perih, Nicholas Stephen
Reginaldo, Aileen Caroline Padron
Rendon, Lauren Michele
Resnick, Portia Beryl
Sao, Linda
Slatinsky, Angella Lynn
Stachel, Mailei Lani
Stein, Lauren Xiaoping
Pualokenanionalani
Taiara, Kanzufumi
Teramae, Kristen Akemi
Thornton, Coby Kawika
Trudo, Miles Orville
Tsang, Shu Yeung
Tuimaunei, Raeme Patelisi Anuenue
Tzeng, Ho-Chin
Weidenbach, Mariah Rosali
Wiley, Lori Ann
Williams, Joshua David

COLONEL WILLYS E. LORD, DVM & SANDINA L. LORD SCHOLARSHIP
Carlisle, Mereane F E
Chong, Codie Wei Long
Chong, Kaylie Lilia
Chung, Vincent H K
Diep, Angelina
Donna, Edelyn Aydon
DuBose, Tiffany Nicole
Hoshima, Kaydi Azure
Mckibben, Alysha Eryn
Nam, Kaaori
Shahrin, Nur Aishah Shikara Binti
Tasaka, Jayna Haruko
Weible, Sarah Elizabeth

CORNELIA F. AND ROY SAKAMOTO SCHOLARSHIP
Feiteira, Brittany Keiko Luana

DAEUFER FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP
Kim, Ivy Renee
Makizuru, Devin Susumu

DOROTHY M. KAHANANUI SCHOLARSHIP IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Langaman, Armando Menor

EDITH LING LOUIS & JAMES LUN LOUIS SCHOLARSHIP
Sutherland, Hannah Nicole

ELLEN TOM & CHOW LOY TOM, PHD SCHOLARSHIP
Saban, Yasmin Ilanit
Tengan, Chelsea Kainoa

ESTHER M. SATO & JEAN M. SAKIHARA SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT IN MEMORY OF LOREN L. SHISHIDO
Puttkammer, Marya Ginneeta Ishizuka
Sato, Mio
Ueda, Shelly Sachi

EVELYN SIU FOO SCHOLARSHIP IN EARLY EDUCATION
Tillotson, Sadie Anne

FRANCES M. J. & ALEXANDER L. PICKENS SCHOLARSHIP IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Hayakawa, Mariya Annamaria

FRANK B. BROWN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Bills, Tyler Christopher
Richey, Michael S P

HARRY C. & NEE-CHANG WONG FOUNDATION ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Deakins, Shelley Jillene
Lee, Jimmy Wing Jim

HAWAIIAN TELCOM MATH & SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Hoover, Lori Ann
Sandvig, John Patrick

HAZEL VAN ALLEN SCHOLARSHIP IN TEACHER PREPARATION
Domingo, Rachel Jean
Lefau, Nele Summer Kuulei
Toelupe, Dionne Kehau
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scholarship Fund</th>
<th>Recipients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY &amp; DOROTHY CASTLE MEMORIAL EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP</td>
<td>Agpoon, Reynalyn Ahuna, Dayna Fujiko Kekumulani Andres, Abigail Bonoan Cocke, Shelby Elizabeth Keala Galdeira, Emma Pualani Ishitani, Kara Masei Keaulana, Elle Hanako Hepualahaole Long, Kayla Breanna Okura, Kaile Keiko Padeken, Kanoelani Mieko Sakamoto Ramos, Kathreen Mei Pampo Soll, Jessica Rose Tamai, Lindsey Masako Nalani Whitehill, Crystal Nancy Mae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENNETH &amp; LAURA ONOMOTO MIYOSHI SCHOLARSHIP</td>
<td>Barreras, Rian-Angelica Mahealani Litzelman, Eli Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARY CHO LEE SCHOLARSHIP</td>
<td>Carmichael, Jordin Rose Kamalei Fukumitsu, Lisa Michele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARY TENNEY CASTLE MEMORIAL GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP</td>
<td>Reed, Tiffanie Naniilelehua Tuimaunae, Raeme Patelisi Anuenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITSUO ADACHI SCHOLARSHIP</td>
<td>Quinajon, Rachel Arney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATRICIA B. LOPES MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION</td>
<td>Sturdevant, Candace Hope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEARL N. &amp; PAUL T. YAMASHITA SCHOLARSHIP</td>
<td>Kramp, Monica Kanani Naleieha, Billie-Jo Tiare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT L. AND BRIGITTE M. CAMPBELL SCHOLARSHIP IN SCIENCE EDUCATION</td>
<td>Yamamoto, Cyylee M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROYAL T. &amp; AURORA A. FRUEHLING FELLOWSHIP-GRADUATE STUDY</td>
<td>Lambrev, Veselina Simeonova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHOLARSHIP IN SPECIAL EDUCATION</td>
<td>McDougall, Katherine Rose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIBYL NYBORG HEIDE SCHOLARSHIP IN EDUCATION</td>
<td>Kim, Shannon Natasha Parcells, Kellie Kathleen Pham, Thuyen My Takarniya, Tyler Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STELLA LAU IN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP</td>
<td>Chang, Nyla Alana M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPHANIE FEENEY SCHOLARSHIP IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION</td>
<td>Kaluhiokalani, Kuulei T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKASUKE &amp; TOME NOMURA FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP</td>
<td>Akana, Alexandres-Joan Kapualoke-makamaelokookapuuwaiokanani Metcalif, Laurel Ashten Ohashi, Sara Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERUO &amp; VIOLET IHARA SCHOLARSHIP</td>
<td>Koja, Cassandra Mariko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOSHIKO &amp; SHIRO AMIOKA SCHOLARSHIP FOR EXCELLENCE &amp; ACHIEVEMENT</td>
<td>Campollo, Cherry Jean Bautista</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST SCHOLARSHIP</td>
<td>Faustina, Christin Courtney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOSHIKAI &amp; ASAKO FURUYA NAKAMOTO SCHOLARSHIP FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY</td>
<td>Winslow, Camille Ann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YURIKO K. &amp; CHEONG LUM SCHOLARSHIP</td>
<td>Calaqac, Ashley Marie Goldfinch, Bryanna Marie Tran, Kathleen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Superintendent  
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Hawai‘i State Teachers Association
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President  
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RESEARCH UNITS

CENTER ON DISABILITY STUDIES
JoAnn Yuen, Director
(808) 956-5462
joyuen@hawaii.edu

CURRICULUM RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT GROUP
Paul Brandon, Director
(808) 956-4928
brandon@hawaii.edu

SUPPORT UNITS

COLLEGE DEVELOPMENT & ALUMNI RELATIONS
Mark Fukeda, Director
(808) 956-7988
mfukeda@hawaii.edu

OFFICE OF STUDENT ACADEMIC SERVICES
Melvin Spencer, Director
(808) 956-4275
melvins@hawaii.edu

TECHNOLOGY & DISTANCE LEARNING PROGRAMS
Paul McKimmy, Director
(808) 956-5776
mckimmy@hawaii.edu

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS

CURRICULUM STUDIES
Andrea Bartlett, Chair
(808) 956-4401
bartlett@hawaii.edu

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
Stacey Roberts, Chair
(808) 956-4116
sroberts@hawaii.edu

EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
Eileen Tamura, Chair
(808) 956-7913
etamura@hawaii.edu

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Michael Salzman, Chair
(808) 956-7775
msalzman@hawaii.edu

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Curtis Ho, Chair
(808) 956-7771
curtis@hawaii.edu

INSTITUTE FOR TEACHER EDUCATION
Donna Grace, Director, Elementary Education
(808) 956-4154, dgrace@hawaii.edu
Tara O’Neill, Director, Secondary Education
(808) 956-0415, toneill@hawaii.edu
Jon Yoshioka, Director, Master of Education in Teaching
(808) 956-7989, jonyoshi@hawaii.edu

KINESIOLOGY & REHABILITATION SCIENCE
Nathan Murata, Chair
(808) 956-4714
nmurata@hawaii.edu

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Amelia Jenkins, Chair
(808) 956-7956
amelia@hawaii.edu